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Photos: Robert Godwin, theater; Kate Russell, tailgate

SantaFeOpera.org I 800-280-4654

The 60th anniversary season is filled with powerful love stories, including Puccini’s The Girl of the Golden West. 

This Gold Rush-era story, set in Minnie’s saloon, inspired a multitude of western films.

Experience an unforgettable evening in an incredible open-air theater setting.

Arrive early with a tailgate supper to enjoy a colorful sunset and the stunning mountain views.

2016
SEASON

JULY 1 to
AUGUST 27Romance, Drama, & FUN!

THE SANTA FE OPERA
60 T H ANN IVERSARY

The Girl of the Golden West PUCCINI Don Giovanni MOZART

Roméo et Juliette GOUNOD Capriccio R. STRAUSS Vanessa BARBER

First-Time Buyers
who are NM Residents
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STARTS IN SEPTEMBER!

stemuluscenter.org
505-224-4717

LEARN C# AND                            
.NET PROGRAMMING                    

IN 10 WEEKS!

APPLY NOW! 
NET.DEEPDIVECODING.COM

LEARN TO CODE, 

FAST. 
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health insurance.

complain
make it better
(pick one)

Is your health insurance through beWellnm or healthcare.gov? If so, then your opinion can 

State of New Mexico for approval. Review 2017 health plans and comment on costs, 
www.osi.state.nm.us/hirr.aspx and voice your opinion today.

The State of New Mexico wants to hear from you. 

New Mexico Office of
Superintendent of Insurance
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ODDS
ENDS
WEIRD NEWS
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Dateline: Canada
On the night of Friday, July 29, police in
Toronto took to Twitter to warn citizens about a
report of a man with a gun. “Person w/ a gun.
Grange Ave. and Augusta Ave, man seen w/ a
gun, no injuries, police on scene searching,” read
the tweet from Toronto Police Operations. Eight
minutes later, the tweet was updated, informing
people that the gunman turned out to be a
cardboard cutout of actor Arnold
Schwarzenegger from The Terminator. “Police on
scene have located a Terminator cutout holding
a gun,” read the follow-up tweet. Mr.
Schwarzenegger was not arrested. Toronto Police
ended the comical thread with the hashtag
#IllBeBack.

Dateline: China
The BBC is reporting a Dutch man got stood up
for 10 days at the airport after flying to China to
hook up with a woman he met on an online
dating app. Alexander Pieter Cirk, 41, flew some
5,000 miles from his home in Holland to
Changsha Huanghua International Airport in
Hunan province to meet a 26-year-old Chinese
woman identified only as Zhang. When the
woman failed to show up at the airport, Cirk
refused to leave. Cirk spent 10 days sprawled out
on a row of seats at the airport before being
taken to a local hospital for exhaustion and
malnutrition, which exacerbated his severe
diabetes. Cirk told reporters he met Ms. Zhang
online two months ago and the two fell in love.
Ms. Zhang was eventually tracked down by
Chinese media and was reportedly surprised to
hear that Mr. Cirk was in China looking for her.
“We had advanced our romantic relationship
but later he seemed a little callous toward me,”
Zhang told Hunan TV. “One day he sent me a
photo of air tickets abruptly, and I thought it was
a joke. He didn’t contact me later.” Zhang also
added that by the time Mr. Cirk arrived at the
airport, she was away having plastic surgery in
another province. Cirk has since returned to
Holland.

Dateline: Georgia
A man was arrested after he allegedly attacked
his wife because she made his grilled cheese
sandwich too cheesy. James De Paola, 55,
reportedly flew into a rage after his spouse,

Michele, made him a grilled cheese sandwich
with three slices of cheese after he’d requested
just two slices. According to Athens-Clarke
County Police, the couple’s 12-year-old daughter
called 911 from a cell phone claiming her father
had hit her mother and pulled the house phone
off the wall. De Paola later admitted destroying
the phone because he did not want his wife
calling 911 for a “stupid” reason. Athens-Clarke
County Police told WSB-TV in Atlanta that De
Paola was “screaming at his wife in such a fashion
that spit was hitting her face.” De Paola has a
history of violent behavior and has previously
been served with a restraining order. Michele told
police it had been a while since De Paola had
been violent toward her—although she admitted
he is frequently verbally abusive and aggressive.
De Paola was charged with obstruction of a 911
call and criminal damage to a property while
trespassing.

Dateline: Tennessee
The Leaf-Chronicle newspaper in Clarksville
reports two people were arrested on Aug. 2 after
they tried to sell some PlayStation video game
systems to the pawn shop owner from whom they
were stolen. According to Clarkesville Police, 30-
year-old Jeremy Allen Watts and 24-year-old
Jessica Faye Heady visited the Cash America
Pawn Shop and tried to sell some items, including
two PlayStation video game systems, controllers,
video games and DVDs. Pawn shop owner
Edward Dial recognized the items as his. Dial
went home and found that someone had broken
into his residence and taken several items. He
called police, who arrested Watts and Heady on
charges of aggravated burglary. Police said the
stolen property was valued at more than $1,000.

Dateline: New York
It’s so hot in upstate New York local officials say
horse poop is bursting into flames. The state
Department of Environmental Conservation says
one of its enforcement officers responded on July
5 to multiple calls complaining of smell and
smoke coming from a burning pile of horse
manure at a property in the town of Throop,
some 30 miles west of Syracuse. DEC officials say
the owner of a horse stable had been storing the
manure in large piles. This summer’s hot and dry
weather apparently caused the piles to
spontaneously combust. The owners of the stables
told an officer for the New York DEC that the
manure heaps “ignite frequently.” According to
the Watertown Daily Times, it took three local fire
departments two hours to douse the flaming horse
poo. The DEC is reportedly advising local stable
owners to deal with the combustion problem
“immediately.”  a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird news
to devin@alibi.com.

www.abqbiopark.com
Call 311 (Relay NM or 711) Cultural Services Department

Adults • $10 | Seniors (65+) • $5 | Children (3-12) • $3
ABQ BioPark Members Half Price  •  Gates open at 6 p.m.
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NEWS CITY
BY JOSHUA LEE

Five years ago, the former president of the
university, F. Chris Garcia, was arrested and
charged with running an online prostitution
ring from his campus office. Though Garcia’s
lawyers got the long-time university
administrator off the hook because New
Mexico laws at the time did not cover
electronic houses of prostitution, Garcia’s
behavior— his online moniker on the
Southwest Companions website, where he
served as administrator, was “Burque Pops”—
caused lasting damage to the Lobo brand.

Less than a year ago, in a copyrighted story,
this city’s paper of record wrote how music
professor Bradley Ellingboe saw his 30-year
career at UNM collapse “after an intense affair
with a UNM Foundation employee exploded,
resulting in a 1,000-page harassment
investigation report and setting fire to the
rumor mill in the university’s music program as
the two left their jobs.” It was reported in the
same article that the investigation into
Ellingboe revealed “Ellingboe, who made
$88,185 a year, falsified a travel document to
get reimbursed for a private trip and used his
work computer to send and receive hundreds
of inappropriate sexual images, with many of
them sent to the Foundation employee,
Samantha Starr.”

And now it may be Cristobal Valencia’s
turn to add tarnish to the silver and cherry
symbol of higher education that our state and
its citizens so value.

In order to send a signal acknowledging the
mission failure demonstrated by these
tragically repetitive sorts of misconduct
university leaders should meet immediately to
formulate and enforce substantive polices that
prevent their recurrance.

As a necessary means of ensuring the safety
of students and staff and as a mark of the
turnaround in accountability and policy that
will not only satisfy the feds but may help to
restore the schools credibility, Valencia must be
de-rooted and tossed from the yard. Like an
intruding weed that has the potential to choke
all else that grows in the state’s best and biggest
garden, his continued presence on campus is
detrimental to all that grows there. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

“W
hen I was a cadet at the academy, his
exploits were required reading...”
—Captain Kirk adds irony to his

comments about Garth of Izar, who has fallen
into the depths of insanity.

What one loves can also cause great
disappointment, as Kirk’s quote demonstrates.
And so falls another member of the UNM
faculty. And not far from the tree one
supposes, but just far enough to possibly spoil
the garden and sour the earth around our
state’s flagship university—one more time.

There have been multiple transgressions
upon the rich soil of our own “Harvard on the
Rio Grande”—there have now been multiple
episodes of sexual misconduct to report.
Cyclically, they bring embarrassment to a fine
school. If viewed as a text, they are part of a
book that seemingly has no ending and only
infrequent editors.

Historically, they range from the strange
tale of trouble in the school’s creative writing
program and English department, to the
narrative of a former president using his office
to maintain an online sex services site,
through the epic tone-poem about the strange
goings-on between students, former members
of the UNM Foundation and the Director of
Choral Studies in the storied music
department.

Now fascinated readers (read: alumni,
community members, the world at large) can
add one more heavy chapter to that unruly
mass of dark matter, the really weighty text
apparently haunting the university of New
Mexico.

Listen: This narrative of inappropriate
behavior and actions has drawn the notice of
the Department of Justice, who notified the
university this past spring that the institution’s
policies regarding sex and gender
discrimination were inadequate, were not in
compliance with federal law. That action has
put officials on notice, but in the meantime,
more outrages have apparently occurred.

As the news unwinds from Scholes Hall
and rolls through town, one imagines it’s
difficult for citizens, much less members of the
UNM community, to refrain from passing
judgment on an institution that has once
again shown poor judgment itself. At least this
time ‘round the tree, UNM’s administration
seems bent towards the sun; that is, it has been
reported that they want to resolve a newly
nefarious problem quickly and efficiently. Sort
of.

To wit: Anthropology professor Cristobal
Valencia was very recently accused of sexual
harassment and differential treatment of
students based on their sexual orientation,
gender expression or gender identity.
Although Valencia was suspended and
censured last semester as a result of findings
handed down by the university’s Office of
Equal Opportunity, he has, of this writing,
been reinstated and will teach courses this fall.

After much outrage from the community,
faculty and student body, UNM President Bob
Frank made an official statement late last
week, proclaiming the investigation against
Valencia reopened; he promised to
“thoroughly review the full case again.”

Although the paperwork regarding said
initial investigation, as obtained by the local
daily, was heavily redacted, it confirmed that
there was probable cause to take disciplinary
action against Valencia.

Perhaps more difficult to tolerate than the
events in question—and the subsequent
redaction of their documentation by university
officials—are reports from the anthropology
department about Valencia’s inappropriate and
damaging behavior.

A memo sent to College of Arts and
Sciences Dean Mark Paceny by his concerned
colleagues at the beginning of the spring 2015
semester reports that Valencia held drunken
sleepovers with students where drug use was
encouraged and consequently unwanted sexual
advances were made.

Valencia also reportedly had social
interaction problems with individuals whom
he considered to be “white.” To this end, he
used derogatory, racist and condescendingly
sexist words to describe his coworkers on at
least two occasions. Valencia, it was reported
by his fellows, showed signs of drunkenness at
public functions where he also allegedly made
unwanted advances to some graduate students.

If these accusations are borne out, they are
part of a tragically disturbing pattern of
misconduct that has shaped the perception of
the university as well as significantly affecting
its efficacy as a place of learning and free
expression.

Seven years ago, the creative writing
program at UNM suffered nearly irreparable
damage to its reputation and functionality
after a series of scandals that began with a
graduate student working as a dominatrix—
sometimes with students in her program (an
association the school found outside of its
jurisdictional and disciplinary ken)—morphed
into a series lawsuits alleging discrimination,
retaliation and breach of contract coming from
both parties involved in the conflict.

NEWS | EDITORIAL

A Chronicle of Misdeeds
Valencia scandal points to a larger issue at UNM

Motorcyclist Killed During
Outage
Many homes
and businesses
across New
Mexico
suffered a
power outage
Sunday night.
Outages were
reported in
Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho, Santa Fe, Peralta, Isleta, Gallup,
Los Lunas and Valencia County, affecting
135,435 customers on 81 substations and
lasting between seconds for some, and over
an hour for others. Traffic signals were
affected. The Albuquerque Fire Department
says a direct lightning strike on a PNM
transfer station at Ouray and Unser some
time just after 7:30pm Sunday night caused
the outage. The resulting fire—which burned
some brush and bushes near the station—
was quickly contained by emergency
workers. But it took until nearly 11pm before
power was completely restored by PNM,
who say the lightning strike knocked out a
third of their power system. Police confirmed
that a motorcyclist in Santa Fe was killed
when struck at an intersection by a driver
who failed to stop at the flashing lights.

HSD Ordered to Stop Collecting
SNAP Overpayments
The US Department of Agriculture Food and
Nutrition Services told the state Human
Services Department to stop pursuing
payments from beneficiaries of incorrectly
managed food aid who had received more
benefits than they were eligible for. In a July
25 letter to the USDA, HSD Secretary Brent
Earnest says that his department will no
longer attempt to collect payments from
those who have had a claim filed against
them that “overlaps with a three-month
certification process.” The process he refers
to is the practice of giving SNAP recipients
three months worth of benefits before
eligibility can be determined. Earnest says
the practice is the resultant attempt to
comply with a 2014 federal court order that
kept the department from denying benefits
to any applications due to procedural errors.
However, in a June letter to Earnest, USDA
FNS Southwest Administrator William
Ludwig said these practices were in violation
of federal law.

Gary Johnson Gains N.M. GOP
Supporters
Former Governor and Libertarian
presidential nominee Gary Johnson is
hosting a rally in Albuquerque on August 11,
where he will be met by many high-profile
New Mexican Republicans who have publicly
endorsed his campaign. Included in the list of
state supporters—reported by the Santa Fe
New Mexican—are State Senator Lisa
Torraco; former Bernalillo County Sheriff
Darren White; former Corrections
Department spokesman Gerges Scott and
Blair Dunn, an Albuquerque lawyer who is
running for the state senate. Sandoval
County Sheriff Doug Wood, a Republican,
has also been posting pro-Johnson tweets on
his Twitter feed, although he hasn’t publicly
endorsed the candidate.  a

The Anthropology Department at UNM COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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announces something about its owner: the güey
is feeling hot and wants to look sharp. Why the
hate, Sexy? Remember what Andy Warhol said:
“Nothing is more bourgeois than to be afraid to
look bourgeois.” Who cares if people mistake
you for a waiter if you sport a guayabera? Just spit
in their soup. And who cares if Mexican
university students call me, you or any guayabera
wearer a naco (Mexico City slang for bumpkin)?
They can’t be that smart if they’re still in
Mexico.

Why do Mexicans pronounce “shower” as
“chower” but “chicken” as “shicken”?

-Vietnamese About To Orate (VATO)

Dear Chino: This column has provided
readers with many indicators of the differences
between recently arrived Mexicans and los que
have lived here for generations: skin tone, car
purchases, whether the Mexican in question
flushes his soiled toilet paper or tosses it in the
trash can. Another sure-fire way is the ch/sh
phonetic test. Proper Spanish doesn’t feature a
“sh” sound (known among linguists as a
linguapalatal fricative), so Mexicans pronounce
English words using an “sh” sound with the
harsher “ch” (known as a lingua alveolar
affricate). However, many indigenous Mexican
tongues use lingua-palatal fricatives. The most
famous example is in the original pronunciation
of Mexico: as said in Nahuatl, the word sounds
like “meh-shee-ko.” The Spaniards couldn’t
pronounce the middle consonant, though,
instead substituting a guttural “j” (as in “Meh-
hee-ko”) early in the Conquest. They killed
most of Mexico’s Indians in the ensuing decades,
but the indigenous “sh” sound never wholly
disappeared: If you do hear a Mexican using
“sh,” it’s probably a Mexican Indian. So next
time you hear a Mexican ask for a “Shinese
shicken sandwish with Sheddar sheese,” VATO,
por favor don’t shortle. a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net. Be
his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter

@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram
@gustavo_arellano!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

SPECIAL BEST OF EDICIÓN

Dear Readers: The Mexican is currently in the
hills of Kentucky, drinking white dog with the
good ol’ chicos while doing tamborazo covers of
“Molly and Tenbrooks”
and bluegrass versions
of “Las Isabeles”—
because hillbillies and
paisas are brothers
from another
madre, you know?
Anyhoo, onto some
oldies-pero-goodies.
Salud, and yee-haw!

Dear Mexican: It seems that whenever
Chicano professors want to show off their
mexicanidad, they wear a guayabera. In fact, I
saw a picture of you in the Los Angeles Times
donning the shirt, along with Dickies pants
and Converse All Stars. How trite and
bourgeois! You go to a café or bar in any
university town in Mexico, and the students
will think you’re totally naco. I stopped
wearing the guayabera when a friend said I
looked like a waiter in a Mexican restaurant.
Do certain clothes determine your Mexican-
ness?

-Sexy Mexy

Dear Pocho: Abso-pinche-lutely. “The bigger
the sombrero, the wabbier the man,” is a
commandment all Mexicans learn from the
Virgin of Guadalupe. But seriously, Mexican
clothes correspond to social and economic
status—sweaty t-shirt indicates laborer, calf-
length skirt means a proper Mexican woman,
and if a cobbler used the hide of an endangered
reptile to fashion your cowboy boots, you’re
probably a drug dealer or a Texan. The guayabera
(a loose-fitting, pleated shirt common in the
Mexican coastal state of Veracruz and other
tropical regions of Latin America) also

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!

Sandra Leyba
VP, Commercial Lender
Sandra Leyba

This is My Century.

With local decision making, we can make 
things possible. From a line of credit for 
working capital to equipment loans. Your 
business, your bank, your Century.

MyCenturyBank.com
505.798.5935

Santa Fe
Albuquerque
Rio Rancho
Española
Las Cruces
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EVENT | PREVIEWS

FRIDAY AUGUST  12
THE STUFFED ANIMAL

BAND
Shoulder Voices, an Albuquerque band that features
Little Bobby Tucker (formerly of legendary Burque rock
outfit Unit 7 Drain) and guitarist Clifford Grindstaff
(who used to thrill audiences as a stalwart member of
Grave of Nobody’s Darling) have their album release
party at Launchpad on Friday, Aug. 12. Purveyors of a
slick and sexy variant of glam-influenced psych-rock
that is equal parts Pink Floyd, Bowie and Stax brand
R&B, Shoulder Voices have been on an ascendant
path here in town for a number of years; this new
recording, called The Stuffed Animal Band should
cement their position as venerable rockers in this
town. Leeches of Lore, SuperGiant, The Porter Draw
and Saint Petersburg provide support. This 21+ show
costs $5 and a free copy of the new recording comes
with admission. LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL SW, 9PM.
ALIBI.COM/V/480A. (August March) a

SHOULDER VOICES, COURTESY OF AMY VESPER

QUEER PEERS
AND SOME
BEERS

This Friday. Aug. 12 starting at
8pm, come out to Rio Bravo
Brewing Company for She Says an
all-inclusive queer party for LGBTQ
youth and adults, with a focus on
queer women and people of color.
There will be performance art by
local queers, DJ’s, raffle prizes (from
Self Serve Sexuality Resource Center
and All Is One Tattoo) and food
trucks. Come out to socialize and
drink with other local queers and to
pour one on the bricks for those
who’ve crossed the rainbow bridge.
Ages 18+ (drinks served only to
21+. Bring your ID). $5 cover, cash
only. RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY
1912 SECOND STREET NW, 8 TO 11PM.
ALIBI.COM/V/47ZR. (Robin Babb) a

GONE FISSION
Hey parents, trying to bring that spark of romance back into your
life but the little ones are draining your battery? You may be
shocked, but I have electrifying news for you: Explora! Is hosting
a Parents’ Night Out on Friday, Aug. 12. Drop the kids off 5:30-
10pm so they can learn more about electricity with the
knowledgeable and friendly staff. Dinner will be provided by
Explora! so don’t worry about feeding your small biopower
plants. $45 for the first kiddo and $15 per sibling. Now get on
out there and don’t blowout each others fuses (too hard).
EXPLORA! 1701 MOUNTAIN NW, 5:30 TO 10PM. ALIBI.COM/V/48CA. (Megan
Reneau) a

CAFFEINE CRAZE
Humble Coffee Company continues to delight locals this
weekend, this time with more than their usual lattes and
pastries. On Saturday, Aug. 13, the independent café
celebrates two years of business and is hosting it’s Second
Annual Birthday Bash to properly honor the occasion.
Swing by the beloved coffee hub where the drinks are
plenty and the company is top-notch, and enjoy food
trucks, beer and special Humble drinks. T-shirts with the
Birthday Bash image will be available for purchase, or you
can bring your own shirt to screen print on site. The shop
will open at 7am and party activities will start at 10am.
Make sure to stick around for lots of live music, including a
special set by the Red Light Cameras. HUMBLE COFFEE
COMPANY 4200 LOMAS NE, STE C, 10AM TO 6PM. ALIBI.COM/V/48XG.
(Monica Schmitt) a

SATURDAY AUGUST  13

THE END IS NIGH!
That’s it. I’m going off the grid. Sayonara, suckers. The constant and imminent threat of pro-Illuminati pop music
and New World Order-influenced ad campaigns has spurred me to take leave of this mind-controlling modern
world and live my life in the woods, where we were meant to be. The only problem is I don’t know hoo-ha about
foraging. I once found a half empty bag of Doritos out at Jemez, but I don’t know if that’s typical. Thankfully,
Bernalillo County Open Space is hosting the Backyard Farming Fall Series, where experts explain the ins and
outs of eating wild. This Saturday, Aug. 13, learn to identify the medicinal uses and how to cook weeds of the
west at this free event. I’ll meet you in the bush afterward. GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE 6029 ISLETA SW, 9AM TO NOON.
ALIBI.COM/V/48RI. (Joshua Lee) a

MONDAY AUGUST  15

DON’T JUST DRIVE
BY

Few muthafuckas in the game can bring
unprecedented confidence to the table,
but Riff Raff is one of them swerve ass
hustlas. This is not in jest, I respect a
man who was once quoted as saying “I
quit school in elementary because of
recess, too many games.” So don’t play
no fucking games and head on down to
Historic El Rey Theater on Monday,
Aug. 15, around 7pm to catch the
peach panther sip some syrup, ball
outta control and blow your unworthy
minds. EL REY THEATER 624 CENTRAL SW, 7PM
TO MIDNIGHT. ALIBI.COM/V/47TR. ALIBI.COM/V/47TR.
(Robert Maestas) a

WEDNESDAY AUGUST  17

FACE PSALM
The history of Catholicism
in Pueblo communities is
long and complex—and not
always the story that is
presented in popular
histories. If you want to dig
deeper into the role of the
faith in Pueblo life and hear
it recounted from an
Indigenous perspective, then
you won’t want to miss The
Counter-Narrative: Pueblo
Catholicism—part of an
ongoing series of lectures
that highlight important
topics. Leading the
conversation are Deacon Joe
Herrera of Cochiti Pueblo
and Father Edmund Savilla
of Isleta Pueblo. Your re-
education is totally free and
happens Wednesday, Aug.
17 from 5:30-7pm at the
Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center. INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL
CENTER 2401 12TH STREET NW,
5:30 TO 7PM. ALIBI.COM/V/46IG.
(Maggie Grimason) a

RIFF RAFF, COURTESY OF ARTIST’S FACEBOOK

FIRST STEPS
The first European to set foot in what are now the states of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona was Estevan, a Moor
and Spanish slave. But getting such a ballin’ rep isn’t easy. His story reads like the script of a summer
blockbuster, and you can hear Estevan the Black: Journey into the Unknown at Petroglyph National
Monument on Saturday, Aug. 13. Let Chautauqua presenter Edward Wallace wow you with history during this 13
and up presentation starting at 6:30pm. PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT 6510 WESTERN TRAIL NW. 6:30 TO 7:30PM.
ALIBI.COM/V/48IF. (Joshua Lee) a
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 Cultural Services, City of Albuquerque, Richard J. Berry, Mayor. 

Free Live Entertainment 
Kids’ Activities

Microbrew Garden 
Artisan Market
Food Trucks

Big Head Todd 
& the Monsters
August 20

5 - 10:30 p.m.  * Ellison Blvd. from 
Cottonwood Dr. to Alameda Blvd.

2 0 1 6

Free Live Entertainment Free Live Entertainment  T Todd odd 

Westside Summerfest
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THURSDAY AUG 11
SUMMER SERIES Enjoy fine craft brews, delicious food,

driving range, hot music lineup and yoga for all levels.
Balloon Fiesta Park (5000 Balloon Fiesta Parkway NE).
6pm. 379-5072. alibi.com/v/47z0.

LEARN
SENSUAL BONDAGE: ROPEWORK TO ENHANCE YOUR SEX

LIFE An evening of sensual learning and experimentation
focusing on knots and rope bondage to seduce the
senses. Bringing a partner is highly recommended. Self
Serve (3904 Central SE). $20. 7:30-9pm. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/473m.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
LATEST CONCEPTS FOR TREATING OSTEOPOROSIS Michael

Lewiecki, MD will speak on this subject at the Osteoporosis
Foundation’s quarterly educational presentation. Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society (4600 Montgomery NE). $1.
1:30-3pm. 265-5021. alibi.com/v/47w9.

FRIDAY AUG 12
SHE SAYS Socialize, dance, party, view local performance art,

win prizes and gifts and much more at this all-inclusive
queer party for LGBTQ youth and adults. Rio Bravo
Brewing Company (1912 Second Street NW). $5.
8-11pm. 900-3909. alibi.com/v/47zr. See Event Horizon. 

KIDS
EXPLORA PARENT’S NIGHT OUT: EXCITING ELECTRICITY

Enjoy a night out while Explora staff lead exhibit explo-
ration and special activities related to electricity with
your kids. Dinner included. Registration required.
Explora! (1701 Mountain NW). $35-$45. 5:30-10pm.
224-8300. alibi.com/v/48ca. See Event Horizon. 

SATURDAY AUG 13
CHUCKWAGON BBQ AND WESTERN SWING MUSIC Sunset

Chuckwagon barbecue, Western swing music, raptor show
and wildlife zoo. Wildlife West (87 North Frontage Rd,
Edgewood). $0-$25. 6-9pm. 281-7655.
alibi.com/v/4468.

FRIENDS FOR THE PUBLIC LIBRARY BOOK SALE A wide
selection of books for sale to benefit the public library.
Main Library (501 Copper NW). $2. 10am-4pm.
768-5167. alibi.com/v/3z5v.

LUCKY PAWS VAN ON THE MOVE Animal Welfare staff hosts
an off-site pet adoption event. Fees are $10. Satellite
Coffee (1628 Alameda NW). 10am-2pm. 899-1001.
alibi.com/v/4900.

KIDS
JUGAMOS JUNTOS: SUMMER BOSQUE, ECOSYSTEM AND

CULTURAL CONNECTIONS Learn about the ecosystem
and cultural connections of the Rio Grande Bosque.
Families have fun with hands-on art activities, bilingual
sing-alongs, outdoor activities in the Bosque and story
time. National Hispanic Cultural Center (1701 Fourth
Street SW). 10:30am-noon. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/46ia.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE AREA EXTENSION MASTER GARDENERS

Community volunteers trained in horticulture answer ques-
tions about all aspects of growing things at eight of the
city’s public libraries. See the full list online. Various loca-
tions (See description). 10am-3pm. 259-8159.
alibi.com/v/3zwm.

ESTEVAN THE BLACK: JOURNEY INTO THE UNKNOWN Learn
about the first European to set foot in what is now the
states of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. Petroglyph
National Monument (6510 Western Trail NW).
6:30-7:30pm. 899-0205. alibi.com/v/48if. See Event
Horizon. 

RAISING YOUR VIBRATION WITH CRYSTALS Learn the spiri-
tual uses for crystals. Mama’s Minerals (800 20th
Street NW). $40. 1-3pm. 266-8443. alibi.com/v/48zf.

XERISCAPE SEMINAR Claude Ceniceros presents
a seminar which offers an introduction to the principles of
xeriscaping, including plant selection, design strategies
and drip irrigation. Cherry Hills Library (6901 Barstow NE).
10am-noon. 857-8321. alibi.com/v/48zt.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ADVANCED YOGA WITH APARNA Practice to integrate chal-

lenging poses to build power, precision, insight and ease.
Yoga Mike Studio Blue (2205 Silver SE). $10.
11am-12:15pm. 715-9271. alibi.com/v/41zt.

CERVESANA An all-levels yoga class. Nexus Silver Taproom
(2641 Coors NW, Ste D). $5. 7-11pm. 242-4100.
alibi.com/v/48fb.

Community
Calendar

SUNDAY AUG 14
KIDS
MEDITATION FOR KIDS Kids learn how to build a space of

inner strength and confidence by developing their good
qualities. Kadampa Meditation Center New Mexico
(142 Monroe NE). $0-$3. 10-11:30am. 292-5293.
alibi.com/v/47hy.

LEARN
EXPLORA’S PORTAL TO THE PUBLIC SCIENCE ACTIVITY

Visitors meet scientists and engineers who are neighbors
in the community. The scientists give demos and lead
activities related to their work in infrared and ultraviolet
light. Explora! (1701 Mountain NW). $0-$8. 1-4pm.
224-8323. alibi.com/v/4953.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
DRUM JOURNEY: URBAN SHAMAN Experience a powerful

journey through sound. Tap into your own personal abili-
ties for healing and growth. Source (1111 Carlisle SE).
$10. 4:30-6pm. 382-5275. alibi.com/v/2btd.

OPEN PUBLIC MEDITATION SITTING Periods of sitting medita-
tion are interspersed with brief periods of walking medita-
tion. The center supplies the cushions, timekeeper and
chairs. Albuquerque Shambhala Center
(1102 Mountain NW). 10am-noon. 717-2486.
alibi.com/v/3uo4.

WORLD PEACE MEDITATION Learn how to bring more peace
and happiness into the world by learning to cherish
others, overcome anger and deal with stress through
meditation. Kadampa Meditation Center New Mexico
(142 Monroe NE). $10. 10-11:30am. 292-5293.
alibi.com/v/47i2.

MONDAY AUG 15
FUNDRAISER NIGHT Listen to and raise funds for the Volcano

Vista Hawk Band. Flying Star Café (10700 Corrales).
5-9pm. 938-4717. alibi.com/v/495z.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
LEARN HOW TO PLAY ROLLER DERBY Bring your own gear or

show up early to borrow some. All skill levels are welcome,
people are on hand to teach you how to skate. Heights
Community Center (823 Buena Vista SE). 7-9pm.
alibi.com/v/3v75.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
FREE FIBROMYALGIA MOVEMENT CLASS 30 minutes of

gentle movements tailored to give tools to relieve chronic
pain. Afterwards enjoy tea and learn more about the eight
types of fibromyalgia and strategies for each. Khoo
Wellness (8338 Comanche NE). 1-2pm. 393-5556.
alibi.com/v/44so.

TUESDAY AUG 16
AMERICAN BUSINESS WOMENS ASSOCIATION Meeting the

third Tuesday of every month. Meet women who are in
business or have been in business and want to share their
experience. MCM Elegante Hotel (2020 Menaul NE). $17.
5:30-7:30pm. 681-0235. alibi.com/v/3tyh.

IMPACT AND COFFEE A space where nonprofit leaders, volun-
teers, board members, funders and people who want to
find their place in the social impact community meet up.
Epicenter (199 Central NE). 9-10am. alibi.com/v/3v5j.

LEARN
G-SPOT ORGASMS AND HOW TO SQUIRT Self Serve owner

Matie hosts an in-depth discussion on the clitoral cluster
and G-spot myths and facts. The class covers anatomy,
positioning, toys and communication techniques. Self
Serve (3904 Central SE). $20. 7:30pm. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/473n.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
SELF-EMPOWERMENT GROUP Peer-run group focusing on

addiction recovery. Small groups consist of recovery goals,
triggers, relapse, relaxation and others. One-on-one peer
support offered after each group. Albuquerque Center for
Hope & Recovery (1120 Second Street NW, Second
Floor). Noon-1pm. 321-3449. alibi.com/v/3oxw.

WEDNESDAY AUG 17
ALBUQUERQUE SALES AND MANAGEMENT CAREER FAIR

Interview face to face with over 15 Fortune 500 compa-
nies who are looking to hire talented, experienced and
enthusiastic sales, retail and management candidates.
Embassy Suites Hotel (1000 Woodward NE).
9am-12:30pm. alibi.com/v/4848.

OPEN PUBLIC MEDITATION SITTING 6-7pm. See 8/14
listing.

LEARN
THE COUNTER-NARRATIVE: PUEBLO CATHOLICISM Learn

about the complex history of Catholicism in Pueblo
communities with special guest speakers Deacon Joe
Herrera and Father Edmund Savilla. Indian Pueblo
Cultural Center (2401 12th Street NW). 5:30-7pm.
843-7270. alibi.com/v/46ig. See Event Horizon. 
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feature | wonder women

a result of information divined from a
mass media controlled by men who define
the term and outline its values as they
wish—and that legacy is a pretty bitter
one. Just as important then, is for women
to take up space—in these pages, in
public, in the workplace, in their
relationships—and voice what they care
about, how they take care of themselves,
to share and celebrate their triumphs and
even the pain of their experiences.
Because, as Audre Lorde also said (bless
her)—“without community, there is no
liberation.”

In these pages are four women in
conversation with one another, discussing
a variety of subjects—self care and the
future, politics and art, the past and the
power of self-definition. They include
Marya Errin Jones, artist, musician, writer
and curator of the Tannex, local
politician Maggie Toulouse Oliver,
activist Tylina Hardy, and artist Jodie
Herrera. No woman can talk too much.
No woman can write too much. Here’s to
taking up space.  a

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“I was going to die, sooner or later,
whether or not I had even spoken
myself. My silences had not protected
me. Your silences will not protect you …
What are the words you do not yet have?
What are the tyrannies you swallow day
by day and attempt to make your own,
until you sicken and die of them, in
silence? We have been socialized to
respect fear more than our own need for
language.” Audre Lorde wrote those
words decades ago, and in the age of
#meninist (which not only sounds stupid
and reductive, but is), the continual
grasp at legislated control over women’s
bodies and the frequent disregard for the
safety, well-being and voices of women
(Donald Trump’s rhetoric and UNM’s
rehire of Cristobal Valencia, suspended
and censured for sexual harassment
come to mind), it may seem harder and
harder to find a voice in the face of all
the unmitigated violence in the world. 

Or maybe the outrage is enough. The
misunderstanding of what feminism is is

ILLO BY JODIE
HERRERA
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Commitment | Leadership |
Integrity

A proven visionary and strategic
leader that translates business
strategies into maximum profits
commensurate with the best interest of
customers, employees, and the public.

An expert in enhancing
profitability; strong orator and writer;
strategic marketing planner; attracting
new customers and at penetrating

existing markets with extensive hands-on experience in
management, business leadership and working with Suppliers,
Banks, Attorneys and Customers. Dedicated to maintaining a
reputation built on quality, service, and uncompromising ethics.

DRB Electric
DRB Electric is one of the Top 25 women-owned businesses

in New Mexico that has been serving clients statewide since
1986.

The company provides electrical contracting, maintenance
and voice and data services for a broad range of commercial and
residential sites, federal, state and local government installations,
hospitals, churches, industrial manufacturing plants, schools and
libraries and cable TV and satellite distribution sites—all “wired
to your desire.” 24 hour on call service available.

Native New Mexicans Randy and Denise Baker built DRB
based on their belief that it requires a team effort at all levels to
guarantee complete customer satisfaction. They are dedicated to
providing service at competitive prices without compromising
quality. The firm prides itself on its production capabilities,
superior work and the ability to deliver on contract requirements
safely, on time and on budget. DRB’s success is based upon Denise
and Randy’s philosophy that their employees are a vital part of
their game plan for the future.

DRB’s apprentices are required to complete the Associated
Builders and Contractors’ nationally accredited, four-year
apprentice program, which focuses on education and safety and
allows our electricians to stay abreast of current regulations and
industry standards. DRB has received several ABC Awards since
2002. DRB has received ABC’s prestigious “Platinum Level
Safety Training and Evaluation Process” award.

Also since 2002, DiversityBusiness.com has listed DRB
among the Top 50 firms in New Mexico for its diversity
initiatives.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY
The Bakers were on a trip through Ireland celebrating their

anniversary after dropping 4 of their 5 children in Germany to
stay with relatives when the idea of a brewery first began to take
shape. They took a photo by an adorable little pub called
“Bakers”. Randy had always had a passion for beer but the lure of
greeting customers behind the bar was quite compelling.
Serendipity blended a bus break down, visitors from several
countries and of course, beer!

A vacation mishap became a memorable experience that
planted the seed in Randy and Denise to open a brewery that
shared their experience of relaxing, making new friends,
consuming great beer and having the time of their lives. Two
large tour buses ground to a halt on the only road out of town.
Instead of being upset all of the passengers simply walked back to
the closest pubs and ordered a pint. Every town had at least 5
pubs. In a couple hours both buses returned to the little Irish
town and the day continued on as if nothing had ever happened.

In town after town they were greeted by friendly bar
owners and fantastic beer. 

What do you get when you combine this Irish
misadventure with rugged New Mexico
determination and several years of Home Brewing—
Rio Bravo Brewing Company! The Bakers returned
to the States and spent years “researching” other
breweries as to their set up, operations and of course
the quality of their beer. Finally the time seemed
right to start making dreams become a reality.

Larger than life passion is a quick way to
describe RBBC. Better yet, summarized in one
word—BOLD. Instead of the cozy little Irish bar
they envisioned incorporating the theme from an
show whose theme was “where everybody knows you
name” they found a tiny 14,000 sq. ft. building as
the foundation of their adventure. As anyone who
know Randy will agree—he cannot build anything
small.

Randy and Denise pour their strong sense of
family, tradition, and community into all that they
do to include Rio Bravo Brewing Company. With
great pride we have brought together the finest Head

Brewer, Ty Levis, and seasoned Brewing Operations
Manager, John Seabrooks, as part of their team to
create one of the finest quality beers in the State of
New Mexico.

Rio Bravo Brewing Company will house a 15
barrel brewing system with the ability to produce
enough beer for not only the brew pub but to ship
throughout New Mexico and beyond. The facility
offers a 64 seat bar in a large open industrial type
setting, indoor seating, outdoor patios, a large
conference room equipped to the latest technology
and eventually an authentic German Beer Garden.
Local food trucks will provide a variety of choices in
the beginning and after the planned Oktoberfest,
which will coincide with this year’s Balloon Fiesta.

We want you to leave with a strong desire to
return, share your wonderful experience with others
and JOIN The Adventure. And, we always have
growlers and packages to tide you over in between
visits.

In addition to RBBC, we converted our home in
the South Valley to Red Horse Vineyard B & B
in 2015. a

Business Address

1912 Second NW

Business Phone
505-900-3909

Website(s)
redhorsebb.com
riobravobrewing.com

Denise Kay Baker
Wonder Woman

(Owns DRB Electric +
Rio Bravo Brewing)
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who they are and I ask them to
be a part of the project. A lot
of them have gone through
very traumatic
experiences—everything
from heroin addiction or
addiction in general to
surviving cancer to
sexual abuse. Things
that we deal with
as women and
as human
beings.

Basically,
it’s kind of a

platform for them to
tell their story and to not

be ashamed of it, to have power
over it … this is their chance to tell their story
and be proud of themselves that they’ve gone
through it and that they’ve persevered. 

Toulouse Oliver: Is there anyone in particular
that stands out for you … that really resonated
with you? 

Herrera: It’s so hard to pick just one … I’ve
made a lot of really long-lasting friends and
connections through this. … But my friend Lan,
she survived cancer twice. She’s just such a
badass—a really strong, good-hearted human
being. In her painting she’s wearing this shawl and
headdress that [Vietnamese people] usually wear
for their engagement ceremonies. She’s
Vietnamese [and] when she was engaged she
didn’t get to have the ceremony because she had
to go through a really intense surgery and she and
her now-husband wanted to get married
immediately because she might not have survived.
… So, basically, in the painting she wanted to
wear her engagement garment. She was actually
taking that moment back and having the
ceremony within the painting. 

I know you were raised in New Mexico where
you attended public schools and later received
your master’s degree in political science from the
University of New Mexico, and since 2007 have
served as Bernalillo County Clerk. What is it that
made you stick with New Mexico? 

Toulouse Oliver: I graduated from Highland
in ‘94 [and] literally the first thing I did was go to
Mexico for a month for a Spanish immersion
class. I came back and was driving to the mall one
day and I drove by Senator Bingaman’s re-election
campaign office and I thought, I’ve always, always,
always been interested in government and
politics—like you said, it’s always been in my
blood. [I] really viewed it as a path for justice and
change. I spent the rest of the summer between
high school and college interning on Senator
Bingaman’s campaign and loved it. … I went

away to school in Texas [and that made me]
realize how much I loved New Mexico. And I
loved Albuquerque. It was going away that me
realize how much it was truly inside of me. 

Herrera: In 2014 you ran against Republican
candidate Diana Duran for Secretary of State and
lost. In August of 2015, Duran was shockingly
charged with fraud and embezzlement and
resigned before she pled guilty. … How do you
think this kind of scandal could be avoided? Is
there something we should learn from this? 

Toulouse Oliver: I think theres a lot of irony
tied up in that situation with our former Secretary
of State because she was charged with this very
important role in overseeing accountability and
transparency of our elected officials and ensuring
that they live up to the highest of ethical
standards that we expect and deserve as citizens.
… I think that’s the reason it was so shocking
[and] why for a lot of people it felt very personal
and like a violation. … I ran for the position
because I care very deeply about my work
overseeing elections and I wanted to take my
vision to the state level—and my vision is of
ensuring that every eligible voter in the state casts
a ballot and ensuring equal access for voters across
the state. I truly believe that our government is
only at its best when everybody’s voice is being
heard. … People sometimes don’t want to
participate in a system that they think validates
that kind of corruption. 

Herrera: You’re running for Secretary of State
again this November against Republican
candidate Nora Espinosa. What are some defining
issues that set you apart
from her? What

Maggie Toulouse Oliver
and Jodie Herrera

are
the
issues
that you’ll
focus on if
elected?

Toulouse
Oliver: I think the
main difference
between she and I [is
that] I’ve got nine-
and-a-half years
running elections in the
largest county in the state.
I’m deeply knowledgeable and
experienced about the majority
of the duties of the office … so
I’m going to be stepping into the
job on day one with a very clear
view of the work that needs to be done and

Maggie Toulouse Oliver: You and I are in very
different career fields at this point in our lives … I
would love to hear from you how you understand
your place in the world personally, professionally
and what brought you to this place in your art
career. 

Jodie Herrera: A lot of my family members are
artistic, so I guess it was kind of in the blood. …
My first memories are of doing art and growing up
around it and my family was always supportive. …
I’m a very emotive person and I’ve a very
observant person. I feel like my work is just me
trying to translate [my] feelings for other people. 

Toulouse Oliver: So you’ve always considered
yourself an artist—is there any one thing that
happened in the course of your life that made you
feel like this isn’t just a hobby for you, but what
you want to do with your life [and] your career?

Herrera: I had a lot of insecurities [growing
up] especially around education because I’m
dyslexic, and so [art] was the one thing that I felt
confident in. It was the one way that I felt like I
could actually express myself in a way that was
done well. 

I know you have two children that you’re
raising in Albuquerque. … Have you learned
anything through them about the state of New
Mexico, the educational system, the arts or the
way that we are changing? 

Toulouse Oliver: I’ve learned that even
though our education system has suffered cuts in a
lot of areas, and I know that the arts are
sometimes viewed as additional, I think for many
kids they’re really fundamental. And sometimes
for kids, they’re the one thing that motivates
them to go to school. … It’s not just about the art
itself, it helps stimulate thinking and stimulate
learning and I think we need to continue
investing in that in our schools. I’ve definitely,
through my own experience and my kids’
experiences, learned the value of that. 

So, I know you’ve worked as an illustrator and
more recently you’ve focused on oil painting as
your main medium … and your work has been
more geared toward one project. Please tell me
about this project and the inspiration for it. 

Herrera: The project is basically geared
towards telling the story of the female experience.
A lot of the models want to be a part of it because
they have a story to tell or I feel very inspired by

A conversation between

JODIE HERRERA

having had direct experience with the subject
matter of the office. … Besides that, [Espinosa]
has been very focused on what I think are some of
the most divisive issues to be brought up in
legislature in the last 10 years. She’s been a
sponsor of very anti-choice legislation such as
invasive ultrasounds for women who are seeking
to have an abortion. She’s been a sponsor of bills
that would ban Hispanic heritage literature in our
schools, which, in a place like New Mexico, we
value and embrace our Hispanic heritage, to try to
ban literature that speaks on that subject in our
schools is sort of antithetical to who we are. And
this year she was the sponsor of a bill called The
Religious Freedom Act that would have given
businesses the right to legally discriminate against
the gay and lesbian community in our state. …
We need somebody in the Secretary of State
office that’s going to be focused on moving in the
right direction, moving the office away from this
unfortunate history of corruption, focusing on
putting rules in place to administer ethical
guidelines [and] … to continue to modernize and
improve our election system and make it better for
the people who use it. 

So, when you create your art, you’re giving
something back, helping these women work
through something that’s really hard … but have
you had your own personal growth experience
through doing this too? 

Herrera: Absolutely … I’ve gone through a lot
of experiences and I didn’t want to be a victim of
those and I felt almost judgmental of myself and
everything that I’ve gone through. So, this was a
way to shed light [on those experiences]—just
because we have these experiences doesn’t mean
that we are forever scarred in a bad way, we are
scarred in such a way that we hold those as badges.
We persevered and we are resilient as women. I
wanted to share that about myself but also about
women in general, because I feel like we always are
shown in a light of [purity] or the slut or the
damaged. We’re never this in-between. We’re never

regarded as just human beings. I want
to show that we are

the full
picture, and
we are proud
of that.
[That]
should be
honored.
a
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fEaTurE | wondEr woMEn

Hardy: Also, all the congratulations on being
awarded a grant through the Fulcrum Fund! …
How did you get interested in becoming an

events organizer? 

Jones:
I don’t really see myself

as an “events organizer” who
implements other people’s ideas—sometimes
that’s true, but mostly, I devise my own plans. I
went to a physical theater school in northern
California called Dell’Arte International—all of
our work we devised from scratch. I know no
other way, other than to do things myself. I make

things I think about. I host events I also want to
see or be part of. I aim to present unique
experiences, whether they are my own creations,
or I’m producing someone else’s. … There wasn’t
a zine fest in Albuquerque, so I made one. I
started the Albuquerque Zine Library with my
own collection of 500+ zines. When women in
Malmo, Sweden were attacked by fascists
wielding knives [on] International Women’s Day,
I felt like I wanted to do something, even
indirectly. I collected 200 zines written by women
and people of color and delivered them to
Stockholm’s main library—that collection is now
touring the library system. I wanted to provide
some sort of literary support for women and girls,

and introduce more stories of
people of color
into the

Tylina Hardy: I guess we should start with
introductions. I’m Tylina. People seem to
recognize me most from Facebook and my
participation in the actions at the Trump rally.

Marya Errin Jones: All eyes were on you
that day, Tylina!

Hardy: I’ve been an activist for a little over
a decade and started becoming politically
active in the San Francisco Bay Area. The first
protest I participated in—aside from silent
protests in high school—was in September of
2005. [It was] an anti-war demonstration that
was coordinated in conjunction with other
demonstrations across the country and
[places] as far as London.

Jones: I’m Marya.
I’m a writer,
performing artist and
curator, among other
things. I wouldn’t call
myself an activist, but I
have been Black all of my
life, and “woke” for most of
it. That’s not to say I didn’t
have a good childhood—I am
grateful that I actually got to be a
kid and experience fun and wonder
and innocence whilst writing letters to Jacques
Cousteau, pleading with him to save the
whales. I attended marches and rallies with my
mom, in support of … the Equal Rights
Amendment and the National Organization
for Women. When I was in high school in
Tallahassee, Florida in the late 1980s, my mom
let me join a Florida State University college
activist group. … We protested Royal Dutch
Shell Company and supported various
international campaigns to help end apartheid
in South Africa. 

Hardy: My mission in activism and my
Facebook presence is to empower people to
recognize and harness the power of their voice.
… I’m super glad to have the opportunity to
talk about our community and impact with
you, Marya! I really admire your dedication to
the Tannex and your commitment to giving
people a place to use their voices. … I think
it’s impressive that on top of organizing
multiple events every week you find the time
to create your own art, music and zines!

Jones: Thanks. I’ve worked hard to keep
the Tannex going. As much as I see the
Tannex as a space for people to use their
voices, it’s for me, too. If you’re not creating
space for yourself, you have no place to go.
Creating space for one’s self and others can
also be a political act, and safer spaces are
necessary in this world. ... As far as doing a lot
and creating my own work—I don’t sleep
much!

I think deciding what you can let go of,
and what you must fight for is inherent

to being a woman, because we’re so
often asked or told to yield, bend,

forget or recede from our own power
and dynamism. 

Marya Errin
Jones and Tylina Hardy

culture, and what better place to start than the
public library? … Tylina, how do you see your life
in ten years? What do you want to be doing that
you aren’t already?

Hardy: Thinking about the future is … weird
to me, because I have a hard time drawing the
line between what is possible and what’s fantasy.
This year, I’ve started concentrating on

“adulting” and as I whip my motivation into
shape I’m starting to become more passionate
about my ideas for the future—the one I’m
most concerned with is making sure that as
Albuquerque grows as a city, the growth is
healthy for all the people [here]. I’m in the
process of applying to academic college—I feel
like getting a degree will help with my
understanding of law and my credibility as a
politician as I eventually run for city council
and, if dreams can come true, the mayor of
Albuquerque. … I know I want to contribute to
making Albuquerque a fair place to live for
everyone and preserve the beauty, culture and
communities in Burque as we grow. 

A conversation between

TYLINA HARDY

PHOTOGRAPH BY ERIC 

Jones: How do you take care of yourself?
What are some of the things you do to practice
self care? 

Hardy: By trade, I’m a spa professional; being
in the spa setting has been very helpful for me to
remember about self care. Sometimes, for me
self care means sitting in bed, looking at
my dirty clothes, promising myself I’ll do
it tomorrow. Sometimes it means
eating fried appetizers before my
three-course pie and ice cream
dinner. Sometimes it means
drinking a protein shake before

bicycling to the pool to swim laps
for an hour. Lately it means strapping

on roller skates and hitting other girls with
Duke City Roller Derby. The most important
[element of] self care, for me, [concerns] my
mental health. I see a therapist weekly and a
psychiatrist and my primary doctor monthly. …
Self care is a really important topic, especially for
women, because we’re often taught to put other
people before ourselves. When I started going to
therapy regularly last year, a lot of the discussion
was about how I can be assertive without feeling
like a bitch, or how I can take care of myself and
my needs without feeling like I’m being selfish.
That seems to be a common problem among
many women. … Protesting, hosting a safe space
for women and POC and organizing are not
passive acts. Have you ever felt like—or been
told—you were being “too aggressive”? How did
you deal with that? 

Jones: In a way, neither word has negative
connotations for me. Basically, I grew up with a
very strong sense of self and a strong, positive
sense of identiy, no matter what assumptions,
tropes and stereotypes the culture has tried to
encapsulate me in since birth. So far, I have
thoroughly enjoyed being me! I’m a 46-year-old
Black woman living in the United States—
someone is going to make assumptions about me,
based on what I look like and who they think I
am. But that’s based on their own internal
monologue and a lack of diversity of their own
experiences. That has nothing to do with me.
Mostly, I have stopped giving any fucks what
people think about me, because at some point
respectability politics won’t save me from
labeling. I don’t owe anyone an explanation for
my raison d’etre. I don’t need to smile, grin or
laugh when I don’t feel like it to make some
people comfortable, and I am not obliged to give
full disclosure of my every thought so that I can
be vetted and determined not to be a threat. …
That’s not to say I’m not a diplomatic person, I
have [a] fairly high tolerance for shenanigans. I
have to choose my battles or I’d be “fighting” all
day about this injustice or that slight, when I’d
rather opt to have a good day. I think deciding
what you can let go of, and what you must fight
for is inherent to being a woman, because we’re
so often asked or told to yield, bend, forget or
recede from our own power and dynamism.  a
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ARTS | culTuRe Shock

BY ROBIN BABB

G
rowing up in Cochiti Pueblo, Virgil Ortiz
didn’t consider himself an artist. He was just
making pottery—the same traditional pottery

that his ancestors had been making for
generations, in the style that his mother and
grandmother taught him to make. The patterns
from this traditional Cochiti pottery have stuck
with Ortiz throughout his career, even as he
branched out into photography and fashion
design. Now, he’s an artist who takes on countless
media: He’s designed textiles, movie sets and
costumes, written a screenplay and has exhibited
his pottery and other works at museums, galleries
and fashion shows all over the world. But as far
abroad as he’s roamed, New Mexico—and
Cochiti Pueblo in particular—is still home for
Ortiz.

This month, Ortiz has an exhibit opening at
the Albuquerque Museum. This exhibit, which
will occupy the atrium of the museum until June
of 2017, focuses on a subject that has been central
to much of his work from the past several years—
the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. 1680 is when the
Native people of several Pueblos throughout New
Mexico united to fight back against the
colonizing Spanish, who had been enslaving
them and destroying their way of life for over a
century. It’s an event that you might not know
much about, even though it happened right here
in New Mexico. As Ortiz says, “[the Pueblo
people’s] history is not taught in schools nor
included in history or textbooks. My big plan is to
educate the world about these events using my
art.”

The way that Ortiz does this is beautiful and
astonishingly original. Rather than a
straightforward telling of the events of 1680, he
has created a rich storyline injected with science
fiction that tells of a different invasion: the
invasion of 2180. Ortiz’s fantastical revolution
takes place when the Castilian people attempt an
invasion of the Pueblos after destroying several of
them with weapons of mass destruction. The
people of the Pueblos, fed up with having their
families and their lands destroyed, rise up in arms
to defend themselves. The mannequins in Ortiz’s
exhibit at the Albuquerque Museum are some of
the warriors in this battle, and they each have
their own story to tell.

These characters, dressed head-to-toe in
monochrome red or black, look like a militarized
Daft Punk. In modified motorcycle helmets,
double-breasted coats and angular armor, these
warriors seem to have adapted quite well to
hyper-modern warfare (and to the fashion
runway, for that matter). They stand on top of a
dividing wall on the east side of the atrium,
looking down on passersby as if ready to strike at
any moment.

Also included in the exhibit are two murals
and several ceramic works by Ortiz. One mural

Revolutions, Past and Future

depicts Po’pay, the character modeled after the
Pueblo leader of the same name who lead the
rebellion in 1680. He’s the “Translator [and] Head
Commander of the Spirit World Army,” says
Ortiz. The mural of Po’pay is on the north wall
just outside the entrance of the museum.

Then there’s Tahu. According to Ortiz, she is
the “leader of the Blind Archers, purposefully
blinded by the invaders [because of] her fighting
skills and spiritual visions.” She appears in the
giant mural on the west wall of the atrium as a
half-mechanized, futuristic warrior, looking across
an open sea. On the other side of the mural,
staring back at her, is a Castilian: dressed all in
black and helmeted, this soldier looks like a cross
between a conquistador and Darth Vader.
Although I suppose the two really aren’t all that
different, when you think about it. 

One of the most interesting objects in the
exhibit is under glass. It’s a ceramic mask, bearing
the stark black and white designs that are
characteristic of Cochiti Pueblo pottery—but this
is an artifact of the future, not of the past. The

mask is totally alien, with hair sprouting from the
side and an odd number of slits for eyes. It’s a
ceremonial object for a ceremony that doesn’t
exist yet. This object, to me, carries a lot of the
meaning behind Ortiz’s artwork, and this exhibit
in particular: the Pueblo people are still here, and
still adapting. They remember their history, but
they’re preparing for the future, too.

The two parallel timelines in Ortiz’s story
serve to teach two profound lessons: that the
oppressed Native people of this country have
rebelled—and successfully freed themselves —in
the past, and that such a rebellion is possible
again in the future. His artwork is a testament to
the tenacity and strength of a people who have
never been afraid to fight back.

“Our story and history has been ignored for
too long,” says Ortiz. “Through it all, the Pueblo
People have fought to maintain [our] way of life,
our language, ceremonies and art. I want to give
proper thanks to our ancestors who fought for our
way of life, and to prove that we are still here and
prospering.”  a

Radiating Brilliance
Juliana Coles challenges viewers with
her art installation Stripped 

The Harwood Art Center—for those who are
unfamiliar with the neo-classical revival style
building near Downtown Albuquerque—is a place
for young artists to learn, experienced artists to
teach and the admiring community to marvel at
perpetually compelling gallery shows. On Friday,
August 5, I attended an opening reception at
Harwood for artists Juliana Coles, Mark Horst and
Susie Protiva. Initially inspired to attend after
reading Coles’ artist statement online, I was curious
to see her artwork in person. The statement
mentioned her experience with epilepsy and how
her artistic creations are an attempt to “piece
together fragmented memories ... to create a
personal history that [she is] not always a conscious
participant in.” My knowledge of epilepsy is limited,
constructed mainly by one college psychology
course from years ago, and I was eager to get a
glimpse of someone’s experience living with such a
complex condition. 

At first glance, the exhibit appeared to be an
overwhelming collection of random colors and bold
images covering the center’s front gallery wall-to-
wall. I wasn’t sure where to look first. Once my eyes
adjusted to the somewhat noisy background, I
began focusing on specific pages and reading
strings of words, which were a significant
component in the overall work. 

On display were notebooks—many, many
notebooks filled with layers of personal messages
and emotive images alongside them. Words
functioned as patterns and were meaningful not just
by literal definition, but as decorative and artistic
elaboration as well. The oldest books were from
over two decades ago while the newest were
completed during a recent residency in Morocco.
Book after book was propped behind glass, opened
to seemingly arbitrary pages, and on two adjacent
walls were enlarged prints of selected pages. 

Juliana stood confidently beside her work and
explained to me that she didn’t begin filling
notebooks with the intention of showing them. Only
recently had she decided to openly display the
progression of her colorful and complex life. 

“This is a medicine story,” one page read, with
three skeletal figures lurking in the background.
Another one read, “I spent a lot of time crying but
mostly praying,” and another, “Foreign to me but
everything is going to be all right.” I had no idea what
hidden, subtle meanings existed beneath all the
words and drawings but I knew they were poignant
and crucial in the process of coping with epilepsy
and its effects.

I could feel an intensity rising from the once
blank and now completely modified books.
Everything in front of me was so immensely
personal. I felt slightly uncomfortable, like I was
rifling through someone’s memory bank, violating
privacy and getting my foreign hands on their secret
thoughts. I had to remind myself that the exhibit
existed for the community to view and appreciate,
and also reminded myself that while viewing art,
discomfort is usually a good sign. It means that the
viewer is allowing him/herself to become
acquainted with something unfamiliar.

Though I only knew a brief history of the artist—
from her written statement and our short
conversation at the opening—it was clear that the
works on display were profound, necessary
components of one person’s struggle and graceful
reemergence from a darker reality. The one-liners
scrawled throughout the notebooks seemed like
they came from tipping points and moments of
serious realization. Struggle and acceptance were
recurring themes throughout the exhibit, and it was
refreshing to view a dark and muddled history as a
blessing rather than a curse, as something that
shaped the artist into a creator of beauty rather
than tethering her to confusion and misery. In the
words of the artist herself, “My disability is a gift: the
intense essence of who I am and the very
foundation of my mission in life.” Though I cannot
fathom the effects of living with epilepsy and it
would be impossible to understand without
experiencing first-hand, I was able to catch a
glimpse—no matter how brief—of how intensely
deep and lasting the experience must be. a

ART REVIEW
BY MONICA SCHMITT

Virgil Ortiz at
the Albuquerque

Museum

PHOTOS COURTESY OF VIRGIL ORTIZ
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THURSDAY AUG 11
WORDS
EL CHANTE: CASA DE CULTURA Voices in the Barrio. Open mic

poetry reading featuring a multimedia performance with
drums, dance, singing and graphics with spoken word by
The Beatlick Sisters. 7-9pm. 877-4214. alibi.com/v/494s.

ART
EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Objects of Art

Santa Fe Show Opening Night Gala. Historic and contempo-
rary works from around the world. Admission includes a
special viewing of Jose Bedia: Tribal Affinities, featuring works
by Cuban-American artist Jose Bedia. Runs through 8/14.
$12-$150. 6-9pm. (505) 992-0591. alibi.com/v/44l5.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER On the Twentieth Century. The Cy Coleman-

Betty Comden-Adolph Green musical will be performed in
a staged concert version, directed and choreographed by
Hal Simons. $20. 7:30pm. 898-9222. alibi.com/v/48sj.
Also, On The 20th Century. Part operetta, part farce and
part screwball comedy, based on the 1930s film and play.
7:30-10pm. 288-1205. alibi.com/v/49bk.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Chatter

Summer Concert 2. Wind quartets by contemporary
composers, including an original composition inspired by
the exhibition Route 66: Radiance, Rust and Revival on
the Mother Road from Luke Gullickson. 6-7pm.
243-7255. alibi.com/v/43u7.

CFA DOWNTOWN Permutations: New Mexico Contemporary
Ensemble. Part of the CFA Downtown Studio Summer Series
featuring musicians Ian Brody, Clara Byom, Yakima Fernandez,
Dalton Harris, Chris Odgen and Tony Sadlon. $5 suggested
donation. 7pm. (563) 379-9020. alibi.com/v/47mj.

FRIDAY AUG 12
ART
INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER The Art of Light at 1,064

Nanometers. Pat Pruitt presents his new line of Native
stainless steel jewelry and discusses the evolution of his
personal style. 6-8pm. 843-7270. alibi.com/v/48zs.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER On the Twentieth Century. $20. 7:30pm. See

8/11 listing.
TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Showdown.

Original sketches and musical improv all with an a
cappella flare. $10-$12. 7:30pm. alibi.com/v/47ni.

VORTEX THEATRE HIR. An absurd and surprising drama looks
at an American family that’s forced to build a new world
out of the pieces of the old. $22. 7:30-10pm. 247-8600.
alibi.com/v/45wz.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM AMPHITHEATER Under the Stars

Summer Concert Series: Son Como Son. Performance by
local Cuban salsa band. $12-$18. 6:30-9pm. 255-9798.
alibi.com/v/41qi.

CELL THEATRE August Music Series: Rupert Wates, Max Hatt
and Edda Glass. A double concert featuring American
stories and original, acoustic and jazz music. $10. 6-8pm.
766-9412. alibi.com/v/48rm.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE The Man Who Knew Too Much. Screening of a

1956 Alfred Hitckcock thriller starring James Stewart,
Doris Day and Brenda de Banzie. $6-$8. 6-8pm.
768-3522. alibi.com/v/48cb.

SATURDAY AUG 13
ART
THE KOSMOS In Reverence of the Sacred Mothership. Dance,

film and music performances by local Native artists cele-
brating the woman as a vessel of free thought and expres-
sion. FREE-$5. 1-5pm. 358-6267. alibi.com/v/473k.

OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Calligraphy Workshop and
Weathergram Demos. Caligraphers from Escribiente
demonstrate how to make “weathergrams,” and local poet
Dale Harris reads his works. Registration is required for
this event. Noon-4:30pm. alibi.com/v/47tm. Also, The
Origin of Open Stories. Mixed media artist Chris Meyer
shares his thought process behind creating artifacts for
the Open Stories show currently on display at the Visitor
Center gallery. 12:30-1:30pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/47w8.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER On the Twentieth Century. $20. 7:30pm. See

8/11 listing.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Showdown.
$10-$12. 7:30pm. See 8/12 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE HIR. $22. 7:30-10pm. See 8/12 listing.
SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM AMPHITHEATER Under the Stars

Summer Concert Series: Women’s Voices: Exquisite
Power. Jazz, blues, salsa and R&B performances by 20
local female musicians including Wendy beach,
Marietta Benevento, Joanie Cere, Chava and more.
$12-$18. 6:30-9pm. See 8/12 listing. See “Music
Interview.”

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Cherry Hills Summer Concert: Adobe
Brothers. An international bluegrass performance for the
whole family. 1-2pm. 857-8321. alibi.com/v/48zx.

JAMES A. LITTLE THEATRE, Santa Fe Sacred Music, Sacred
Dance: The Mystical Arts of Tibet. Chanting, dances, song
and a dialectic section of the many realms of Tibetan art and
culture. $32. 7:30-10pm. 476-6300. alibi.com/v/4815.

ROBERTSON & SONS VIOLIN SHOP Robertson Benefit Event.
Classical music performance followed by wine, coffee and
hors d’oeuvres. $75-$80. 7-9pm. alibi.com/v/4811.

LEARN
CASA SAN YSIDRO, CorralesWonders of the Weavers.

Albuquerque Museum Curator of History, Deb Slaney, tells the
story of 19th century Rio Grande weavings, including those
on exhibit. See demonstrations and activities in weaving and
fiber arts. 1-4pm. (505) 898-3915. alibi.com/v/43u8.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE New Marijuana. Premiere screening of a docu-

mentary about the various changes marijuana has under-
gone over the last several decades, including medical
marijuana information and recent research. 6-7:30pm.
768-3522. alibi.com/v/48cg.

SUNDAY AUG 14
STAGE
ADOBE THEATER On the Twentieth Century. $20. 7:30pm. See

8/11 listing.
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM

Titanium. The high-energy Dance Exposé Productions
performs their annual variety show. $16-$19.
2:30-4:30pm. 610-6064. alibi.com/v/468r.

VORTEX THEATRE HIR. $22. 2-4:30pm. See 8/12 listing.
SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao. Flamenco performances where

guests enjoy authentic Spanish cuisine and beverages.
$5-$400. 5:30-8:30pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/45ye.

LAS PLACITAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Placitas Stepping
Out with Slatkin and McTee. Interview, musical perform-
ance, refreshments and silent auction featuring Grammy-
Award-winning conductor Leonard Slatkin and acclaimed
American composer Cindy McTee. $50-$75. 3-7pm.
867-8080. alibi.com/v/481h.

LAS PUERTAS Chatter Sunday: Brahms Sonata. Music
performance with James Shields, Nathan Ukens, David
Felberg and Judith Gordon. Poetry by Katrina Guarascio.
$5-$15. 10:30-11:30am. alibi.com/v/47tp.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Power and

Architecture in the Middle East. Dr. Patricia Risso
discusses Middle Eastern architecture and how ancient
Islamic regimes in the Middle East used architecture to
convey impressions of their wealth and power. $15-$20.
3-5pm. 856-7277. alibi.com/v/47y8.

MONDAY AUG 15
ART
DUEL BREWING Life Drawing. Live models pose while you

enjoy Duel Belgian beer and food. Bring your own pad and
paper. $12. 7-10pm. alibi.com/v/42ar.

TUESDAY AUG 16
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Child of Duende: A Journey of the Spirit. Local

author Michelle Adam reads from her newest novel about
Gyspies, nature spirits and flamenco in Spain. 6pm.
923-0649. alibi.com/v/4954.

ART
EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe The 3rd

Annual Antique American Indian Art Show Santa Fe
Opening Night Gala. The world’s most knowledgeable
experts in American Indian art come together to discuss
and show thousands of historic art objects from indige-
nous cultures across North America. $50-$150. 6-9pm.
(505) 992-0591. alibi.com/v/44uu.

LEARN
ARMORY FOR THE ARTS THEATER, Santa Fe My Life in Art.

Tammi Lawson, Associate Curator of the Art and Artifacts
Division at the New York Public Library, and internationally
known crochet artist Xenobia Bailey reflect on their
careers in the art world. 6pm. 989-1199.
alibi.com/v/48fx.

Arts &Lit
Calendar
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FOOD | restaurant review

35° North Coffee 
1720 Central SW

(505) 983-6138

35northcoffee.com

Hours: Open daily from 7am-6pm

Vibe: Cozy, casual and simple

Alibi recommends: Beignets with a mixed
berry coulis

Beign-
Yay!

35° North Coffee
offers French flair

BY MONICA SCHMITT

C
leverly named after the restaurant’s map
coordinates, 35° North Coffee is a Santa
Fe-based coffee shop that recently

branched out of their original location and
opened new doors in Downtown
Albuquerque. Centrally located in the
Country Club Plaza on Central, 35° North is
nestled on a corner next to The Draft Station,
offering a new caffeine stop for walkers,
cyclists, students and workers in the
Downtown area. 

My first visit to the just-opened coffee shop
proved to be a delight. Late Saturday morning
brought me into the charming and well-lit
space, and I was immediately greeted by a
friendly barista. After scanning the menu of
your typical coffee and espresso drinks, I
skimmed their breakfast options and noticed a
listing that I was not at all used to seeing in
Albuquerque: beignets. Without hesitation I
ordered five of them with a mixed berry coulis
($7) and a small hot latte ($3). I sat at a table
for two next to a window with wooden shades
and took in the surroundings: clean, brightly
decorated, small but pleasant. An enormous
world map stretched along the wall opposite
my table and a red horizontal line ran all the
way across, running through Santa Fe at 35°
north latitude. Wooden lanterns hung from
the ceilings and cozy chairs with side tables
sat in the corner of the shop. 

My latte arrived in a cardboard to-go cup
with the shop’s topographical map-themed
logo printed around the entire thing. The first
sip was tasty, but the temperature was slightly
cooler than desired. I prefer a steaming hot
drink that needs to sit for a couple of minutes;
this one was just shy of lukewarm and I felt
the need to gulp it down before it got too
cold. However, the flavor was satisfying. A
strong espresso mixed with frothy milk
blended together forming a drink that was
neither too sweet nor too bitter.

The beignets arrived in a black basket with
wax paper beneath them and were completely
doused in powdered sugar. They were smaller
than I was expecting but the flavor entirely
made up for the size. Warm, doughy and
perfect, a powdered sugar grin appeared on my
face after just one bite. The berry coulis—a
thin, fruity dipping sauce—was tart with a
sweet aftertaste that complemented the
powdered sugar pastries quite well. Though I
enjoyed the taste of the sauce, I preferred the
beignets on their own. They didn’t beat a
classic French Quarter beignet from New
Orleans but for New Mexico, they came
pretty darn close. 

My second visit was during the lunch
hour—yes, this little gem offers a lunch menu

as well. Instead of tempting items like the
Javan chicken wrap ($7.95), the beet salad
($6.95) and croque monsieur ($7.95), I went
with the hummus-veggie wrap ($6.95). For a
drink, I gave the house made chai ($3) a try
and I took a seat along the map-covered wall
this time while I waited. When my lunch
arrived I was impressed with the
presentation—the wrap was cut delicately in
half on a small wooden cutting board next to
a side salad and a wooden fork. All the
utensils at 35° North were wooden and, along
with the cups, not just recyclable but
biodegradable. The aesthetic of the platter
was certainly pleasant, but eating small lettuce

leaves with a wooden fork proved to be
difficult and I ended up using the utensil as
more of a spoon. The salad was drizzled with a
lemony-tasting olive oil that offered a
refreshing zest to the otherwise plain leaves.
The hummus wrap contained feta cheese,
spinach, olive tapenade, hummus and
cucumber all wrapped up in a spinach tortilla.
The cucumbers were thickly cut and
pleasantly crunchy aside the hummus and feta
cheese. One half of the wrap was enough to
satisfy me—the hummus was surprisingly
filling and for me, the sharp, tangy feta was
best consumed in a half portion.

35° North served a pretty decent chai that
was evenly balanced on the spicy/sweet scale.
Chai lattes are one of my favorite drinks, and
it’s an important mission to find a decent one
before autumn hits. The only qualm I had
with 35° North’s chai was the temperature—
like the latte from my first visit, the chai was
not piping hot. It was delicious, though, with
a rich, spicy flavor and a sweet finish.

35° North Coffee has a lot to offer; the
staff is friendly and helpful, the drinks are
delightfully flavorful and the beignets, well,
the beignets are truly a win.  a

Local Company Spreads its
Wings
Fresquez Cos., an ABQ-based food service
company in charge of some of the
restaurants at the Sunport, opened a new
airport eatery—Tia’s Authentic New Mexican
Eats—at the Denver International Airport.
It’s a rebranding of Tia Juanita’s, a
restaurant at the Sunport, with added
healthier options.

GMO Labels Affecting Small
Businesses
A new law that requires food manufacturers
to disclose whether or not their product
contains genetically modified ingredients
has many small to medium food companies
sweating over how to comply. Changing
packaging, adding smartphone scancodes,
paying to receive GMO-free certification or
even switching up the ol’ recipe can cost
smaller companies way more than big
corporations, relatively speaking. 

Catch Some Reality, Losers
Nick Peña, owner of Food Tour New Mexico
is planning a scavenger hunt inspired by
Pokémon Go. Well, maybe “inspired” isn’t
the right word. Probably more like, “in
defense of reality against the encroaching
singularity of the virtual, as evidenced by
Pokémon Go.” So yeah. Go out and catch
real things.

An Apple (or Two) a Day
The summer will be wrapping up soon, and
according to Gwyneth Doland of the Fork,
it’s time to start freezing your apples for
winter pies, tarts and crisps. Her guide to
getting it done can be found online at
sfreporter.com.

Fast Food Finished
Fast food sales in the US and Canada are
declining. The most recent grease giant to
admit sagging dollars was Burger King.
Looks like all those junk-shoveling crap
peddlers are finally getting the hint: We
don’t want more than 70% of our population
to be overweight (holy God, that’s a real stat
from the CDC). a

FOOD NEWS
BY JOSHUA LEE

Veggie hummus wrap, beignets & iced dirty chai PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS • WWW.ERICWPHOTO.COM

PIXABAY
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FRIDAY AUG 12
FREE COFFEE TASTING Free coffee tasting every Friday night.

Try a variety of blends, single origins and even espresso.
Prosum Roasters (3228 Los Arboles NE). 6:30pm.
200-0934. alibi.com/v/47ns.

SATURDAY AUG 13
20TH ANNUAL DOWNTOWN GROWERS’ MARKET Local

produce, live music, unique artisan creations, community
educators and delicious food come together to form a
vibrant gathering in the heart of Downtown. Robinson
Park (Eighth Street & Central). FREE. 8am-noon.
252-2959. alibi.com/v/3zmu.

BACKYARD FARMING: WEEDS OF THE WEST Experts provide
experience and information to transform backyards
into a thriving oasis of food, medicine and wildlife
habitats. Learn to identify, the medicinal uses of and
how to cook weeds of the west. Gutierrez-Hubbell
House (6029 Isleta SW). FREE. 9am-noon. 314-0420.
alibi.com/v/48ri. See Event Horizon. 

Food
Calendar

THURSDAY AUG 11
ALBUQUERQUE YAPPY HOUR A pet-friendly happy hour. 20%

of proceeds go to Animal Humane New Mexico. St. Clair
Winery & Bistro (901 Rio Grande NW). 4-7pm.
243-9916. alibi.com/v/490y.

FLYING STAR FUNDRAISER NIGHT Support the local non-
profit cat rescue and adoption group Fat Katz. Flying Star
Café (8000 Paseo Del Norte NE). 5-8:30pm. 923-4211.
alibi.com/v/48jr.

FARM VOLUNTEER DAY Help the farmers with planting,
weeding and harvesting. Los Poblanos Historic Inn &
Organic Farm (4803 Rio Grande NW). 8-11am.
344-9297. alibi.com/v/490r.

HUMBLE COFFEE COMPANY’S 2ND ANNUAL BIRTHDAY
BASH Enjoy a beer garden, food trucks, artist vendors,
games and local bands like Red Light Cameras. Bring
a t-shirt to be screen printed or purchase a shirt on
site. Humble Coffee Company (4200 Lomas NE, Ste C).
FREE. 10am-6pm. 369-2265. alibi.com/v/48xg. See
Event Horizon. 

LOS RANCHOS GROWERS’ MARKET Local produce, eggs,
bread, pastries and a variety of arts and crafts in a
pleasant North Valley location. Los Ranchos Village Hall
(6718 Rio Grande NW, Los Ranchos). FREE. 7am-noon.
alibi.com/v/420b.

PONDEROSA BREWING DRAFTS AND CRAFTS Draft beer
from the Ponderosa Brewing Company, live music, craft
artisans and kids’ events. Ponderosa Brewing Company
(1761 Bellamah NW). FREE. 4-9pm. 639-5941.
alibi.com/v/4951.

SOUTH VALLEY GROWERS’ MARKET Produce from local
growers, live music and crafts in a bucolic semi-rural
setting. Cristo Del Valle Presbyterian Church
(3907 Isleta SW). FREE. 8am-noon. 877-4044.
alibi.com/v/4182.

TASTE AND TOAST OF ABQ Attendees taste samples from
participating restaurants, breweries, wineries and
distilleries while enjoying live music. A souvenir tasting
glass is included. ABQ Uptown (2200 Louisiana NE).
$20-$30. Noon-4pm. alibi.com/v/46cm.

SUNDAY AUG 14
CORRALES GROWERS’ MARKET Fresh, local food and goods

sold. Live music from Breaking Blue. (500 Jones,
Corrales). FREE. 9am-noon. alibi.com/v/3zck.

MILE HI FARMERS’ MARKET Fresh produce, homemade
goods and crafts from local vendors. Alvarado Park
(2000 Alvarado NE). FREE. 11am-2pm.
alibi.com/v/4826.

RAIL YARDS MARKET Peruse hundreds of New Mexico’s
finest food, farm, artisan and healing vendors, hear live
musicians and learn from the educational and
demonstration zones for kids and adults. Albuquerque
Rail Yards (777 First Street SW). FREE. 10am-2pm.
alibi.com/v/40q8.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY FARM STAND OPENING RECEPTION
Purchase fresh, seasonal, organic, reasonably-priced
produce and support Santa Fe Community Farm’s
mission to grow food for those in need. Santa Fe
Community Farm (1829 San Ysidro Crossing, Santa Fe).
FREE. Noon-2pm. 983-3033. alibi.com/v/452w.

TUESDAY AUG 16
BEER PAIRING DINNER Six-course meal paired with different

Marble brews. Farm & Table (8917 Fourth Street NW).
$60. 6-8:30pm. 243-2739. alibi.com/v/48z5.

WEDNESDAY AUG 17
CORRALES GROWERS’ MARKET Less crowded than the

Sunday version, same great produce. FREE. 3-6pm. See
8/14 listing.

FARM VOLUNTEER DAY 8-11am. See 8/13 listing.
TASTY WEDNESDAY: HOUSEMADE GRANOLA Learn the

family recipe of this locally favorite granola. Los Poblanos
Historic Inn & Organic Farm (4803 Rio Grande NW).
10am-4pm. 344-9297. alibi.com/v/490t.

ROASTED SALSA-MAKING CLASS Learn to roast your
own salsa and take home recipes for later.

Reservation recommended. Pueblo Harvest Café
(2401 12th Street NW). $20. 5:30-7pm. 724-3510.

alibi.com/v/46ih.

BOESE BROS ANNIVERSARY The local brewery
celebrates their one-year anniversary with an

inaugural beer game pentathlon, a one-day-only
small batch anniversary Double IPA, live music and
food. Boese Brothers Brewery (601 Gold SW). FREE.

1pm. alibi.com/v/48ch.

NOB HILL GROWERS MARKET Local produce, bakers,
herbalists and honey. Morningside Park (Lead and

Morningside SE). FREE. 3-6:30pm. alibi.com/v/40ur.
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Craft Coffee
DOWNTOWN

THE BREW
311 Gold SW, 363-9453 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso] The Brew makes a lasting mark
with its comfortable seating, low-key, classy vibe, fantastic
baristas and superior beverage menu. Our favorites
include the butter coffee, the red chile mocha and the
cortado—a drink like a concentrated latté.

DEEP SPACE COFFEE
504 Central SW, 322-2812 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso] This third wave café is focused
on quality and experience. These caffeine astronauts
serve specialty coffee enthusiasts striving to deliver
perfection. Chocolate, baked goods and other decadent
delights pair perfectly with the java in your cup. While
you’re waiting try to find a repeated symbol on the
Eastern wall. 

GATOS Y GALLETAS
414 Central SE, 243-9955

[Asian Fusion, Vegetarian/Health Foods,
Bakery/Sweets, Coffee/Tea/Espresso,
Organic/Locally Grown] The first cat café in
Albuquerque offers the best locally sourced dishes to eat
with friendly, adoptable cats. If that’s not your idea of fun,
you can eat your delicioso meal in the cat-free area. Aside
from the food, the kitchen staff know how to make any
coffee drink your tired heart may desire. 

JAVA JOE’S
906 Park SW, 765-1514 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso, American, Bakery/Sweets]
There are indeed “few choices left to get that cool Haight-
Ashbury ’60s feeling.” Don’t get the wrong idea though,
this neighborhood coffee shop isn’t overflowing with
hippies. It attracts a diverse crowd of cyclists, artists,
musicians, hipsters and grown-ups just looking for a
cuppa joe (albeit one with in-house roasted beans). The
food is simple and satisfying, from freshly baked scones
to waffles, sandwiches and salads. Warning: The
scrambled-egg breakfast burrito may cause you to moan
out loud. Don’t worry though, the people sitting around
you will understand.

ZENDO ARTESPRESSO
413 Second Street SW, 926-1636 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso] The decor here is minimalist-
to-nonexistant, but Zendo makes up for the bare-bones
aesthetic by serving an array of near-perfect espresso
drinks and by committing to support local arts and music

events. Speciality beverages include a Mexican latte—
white chocolate and cinammon—and, of course, the
Heisenberg—made with six shots of espresso and dusted
with sky blue sugar crystals. At least, we hope that’s
sugar. 

NOB HILL

BLUNT BROS. COFFEE
4400 Central SE, 695-2767

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso] Let’s be clear about
something. This isn’t a Starbucks and if you’re expecting
the kind of snappy service you get at the nation’s largest
coffee chain, you’re going to be disappointed. Instead,
expect a bit of small talk and then a wait while one of the
Brothers (none of whom are named Blunt and some of
whom might actually be Sisters) puts your order together.
With just a little patience on your part, though, you’ll soon
be treated to some excellent brew that will put the
corporate stuff to shame. Definitely try the Magic Mocha
and Corey’s Coo Coo Nut.

OLD TOWN

PRISMATIC COFFEE
1761 Bellamah NW, 400-2470 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso, Bakery/Sweets] This new
third wave coffee shop isn’t messing around. The space is
beautiful, the staff is friendly, the sweets are scrumptious
and most importantly, the coffee is delicious. 

SOUTHEAST

MICHAEL THOMAS COFFEE
1111 Carlisle SE, 255-3330 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso, Specialty Food Store] This
tiny shop is located on Carlisle, nestled in with several
businesses that aim to perk up both body and mind.
Michael Thomas doesn’t simply pour coffee and pull
shots, it works from the bean up. The uncle and nephew
who run this place roast all of their beans on site,
meaning they can make special blends based on
customer demand. Grab a well-made cup of your
particular poison and head out to the courtyard. 

UNIVERSITY

HUMBLE COFFEE COMPANY
4200 Lomas NE, Ste C, 289-9909 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso] Basic and excellent espresso-
based concoctions. There are a variety of baked goods on
hand (mostly) from New Mexico Pie Company.

WINNING COFFEE CO.
111 Harvard SE, 266-0000 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso, New Mexican,
Bakery/Sweets]Winning Coffee continues to be a
University staple. In addition to delish java, this comfy
joint offers a full breakfast menu including eggs, quiches,
breakfast burritos and bagels. It also has a fairly extensive
lunch menu consisting of daily soup specials, salads and
sandwiches. The joe and grub are reasonably priced. The
people-watching, especially on the street-side, is
incredibly entertaining and 100 percent free.

Chowtown
a rotating guide to restaurants we like

suggest a restaurant or search for more at:

w alibi.com/chowtown

These listings have no connection with Alibi advertising
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W E E K L Y  B U S I N E S S  P R O F I L E  •  P A I D  A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Why did you
choose ABQ
for the
expansion of
Grassburger?

There are too
many reasons! We
LOVE this town! It
is interesting,
growing, beautiful
and culturally
dynamic. There is
an established
foodie and fitness
movement here

and a focus on fresh and healthy foods. Plus it’s
very family-centric— which Grassburger is all
about!

Why grass-fed beef?
Over 15 years ago, I really started focusing

on the foods my family was eating. I was always
interested in nutrition, but then became more so
when our first son was born. He had very severe
allergies and health issues. We started to eat
foods that were as clean and natural as possible.
His health gradually became better and our
family became much wiser.

100 percent grass-fed beef is a gift to your
body. It’s delicious, lower in calories and higher
in important, nutritive elements like vitamin A
and E, CLAs and other amino acids, good omegas
(3/6), etc.! The grass-fed beef we serve is raised
on a humane certified family-owned ranch that
practices sustainable grass and pasture
management. The animals live a healthy, normal,
contented life as nature intended. (The matriarch
of the ranch, Patricia Whisant, is the past
President of the American Grassfed Association
and their multi-generational ranch has been
raising grass-fed cattle for over 25 years.)

Do you only focus on beef?
Absolutely not! We offer vegan black

bean/quinoa burgers that are made fresh in-house.
Our farm salad is sourced from local New Mexico
producers—both the greens as well as the varietal
veggies on top. We also offer taco plates, cheesy
melts, natural chicken hot dogs and Boylan’s 100
percent cane sugar soda to wash it all down!

What’s the idea behind the Kiddie
Coral?

This is my favorite area of the store! It’s
important to have a place for kids! Instead of
waiting at their table (or getting sucked into the
“electronic” black hole … ) they can go to the
Kiddie Coral and draw on the chalkboard, or play
with the dinosaurs or trucks, do a puzzle, etc. This

is what I was looking for in a restaurant when my
kids were younger!

What about people with allergies or
who don’t eat gluten?

We are very accommodating to allergies.
We are peanut-free and nut-free. We offer rice
dream/coconut milk non-dairy shakes, Canyon
Bakehouse gluten-free buns and our fryers are
dedicated gluten-free so the French fries and
sweet potato fries are GF. While the store is not
GF entirely, we have a specific process in place if
someone let’s us know when they order. We’ve
personally experienced a lot of challenges going
out to eat as a family with allergies, so we aspire
to be as friendly and accommodating as possible!

What is Grassburger’s biggest
challenge?

One of our challenges is educating the
customer about the value of 100 percent grass-fed
beef. Our culture is so engrained in massive
portions—we have taken a conscious stand to
serve appropriate portions. Plus, when you serve
food that is more nutrient dense, your body
doesn’t need to eat so much of it! We serve a 4oz
(1/4lb) single and an 8oz (1/2lb) double. The
beef itself is a nutritional powerhouse, meaning
less is more. The USDA recommends 4-5oz of
protein per day for an average person. A big part
of eating healthy starts with appropriate portions.

How would you define your position
within the marketplace?

We are not aware of anyone in the market
who serves 100 percent grass-fed beef at our price
point. We have seen grass-raised/grain finished,
natural or organic, some say antibiotic free, etc.,
but not 100 percent grass-fed beef.

On the cost side, 100 percent grass-fed beef
is an artisanal, gourmet product. It is very, very
costly to buy. Our pricing is extremely reasonable
as we have deliberately kept our margins slim in
this area. A key part of our mission is to show
consumers that you can eat better food at an
affordable price. Our menu is priced so for $8-$10
dollars you can have an entire meal. We also offer
combo pricing and children’s meals to make it
even more affordable for families … with three
growing teenage boys, we know how expensive
dining out can be!!

What is your company’s greatest asset?
Oh, it’s the people for certain—our staff and

our customers! Our employees are the coolest
bunch: hard-working, interesting and each of
them has a great story! This is a people business
and my best days are spent on the floor working
with our team and meeting customers. They
always have great things to share and each
conversation has helped shape Grassburger in
some way, whether they know it or not!

What contributions to the community
are you most proud of?

We are very interested in supporting local
and regional farmers. We currently buy our farm
salad greens and most toppings from a New
Mexico farm. It gets challenging in the winter
months, but we are working on finding sourcing.

Type of Business

Restaurant

Business Address

11225
Montogomery NE

Business Phone
(505) 220-0571

Website
eatgrassburger.com

We also get our green chiles from New
Mexico. Our potatoes are either grown in
New Mexico or Colorado. 

In the last four months, we have been
able to support some local charities and
schools, specifically Roadrunner Food Bank
and The Joy House. Giving back is part of our
mission and we are very community oriented,
in particular around health and fitness-
oriented activities and the welfare of children
and animals. As we grow as a business, we
will be able to grow in this area
simultaneously.

How has the internet affected your
business?

The biggest thing is the ability offer
online ordering! What a gift—our customers
can place an order through our app, Facebook
or the website! The online social media piece
is a one portal we intend to really explore and
expand this year—it’s exciting!

What motivates you to succeed
besides the desire to make money?

I want to change the world, of course!
Well, at least how people eat! Our mission is

to create a demand for beef that is raised right …
on 100 percent grass! This will benefit people,
the animals and planet! To be able to offer food
that is local and regional, that offers optimal
nutrition, but in a casual restaurant model that
makes better food more affordable! To have
something satisfying and healthy for all: vegans,
paleo, people with allergies, celiac, etc.! a

PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS • WWW.ERICWPHOTO.COM
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REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
he latest salvo in the ongoing superhero wars
was fired last weekend when Warner Bros.
released the DC Comics-based action flick

Suicide Squad. Expectedly, it touched off a
firestorm of debate. On the one hand, critics
panned it. I, for example, am a critic and thought
it was one hot mess. On the other hand, loyal
fanboys and fangirls went to bat for the film,
accusing critics of being in the bag for crosstown
rival Marvel while hating on DC. (To be fair, I
did grow up as a bigger Marvel Comics fan. But
Marvel has had its fair share of cinematic clunkers
as well: X-Men: Apocalypse, that hideous Fantastic
Four reboot, The Amazing Spider-Man 2, Spider-
Man 3, X-Men Origins: Wolverine). Rabid fans
even circulated a petition to shut down the
website Rotten Tomatoes for daring to point out
that Suicide Squad is only garnering 26 percent
positive ratings. 
Of course, it’s not just a fans vs. critics battle.

Plenty of viewers walked out underwhelmed by
the film. One fellow in the United Kingdom is
even threatening (possibly with tongue in cheek)
to sue Warner Bros. and DC for false advertising
for filling the film’s trailer with deleted scenes and
“misleading visual images” of Jared Leto as the
Joker, implying a much larger role than he
actually had. 
When the dust settled, though, Suicide Squad

walked away with a $135 million opening
weekend—the largest August opening ever. That
would seem to indicate the film is a gigantic hit
no matter what anyone thinks. And yet the film
is projected to drop a catastrophic 67 percent in
its second weekend. Like Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice, the film will struggle to make
back its huge budget (a reported $180 million,
not counting advertising) at the domestic box
office. The bottom line is this: Whether you like
Suicide Squad or not, DC needs to do better. 
So what was so wrong with Suicide Squad, you

ask? Here are a few possibilities.

wrong rating
You might have thought Warner Bros. would
have learned the lesson Fox’s Deadpool (and its
$363 million haul) taught us all back in February:
There’s room for R-rated superheroes. A sizable
percentage of today’s moviegoing audience is
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made up of comic book-loving adults. And some
of these comic characters—like Deadpool—
demand a more mature treatment. The dark,
violent, blackly comic Suicide Squadwas just
screaming for an R-rated movie. But Warner
Bros. decided they needed to appeal to the widest
family audience possible. As a result, a story about
a gang of murderous, foul-mouthed criminals on a
suicide mission became a watered-down fantasy
about a group of cuddly, misunderstood anti-
heroes who love children, unicorns and one
another. That tells you all you need to know
about the mind-set of Warner Bros. It’s not about
being true to the intellectual property; it’s about
making money by appealing to mainstream
America.

Editing By Committee
Even those who defend Suicide Squad admit the
film kinda looks like two different movies stitched
together. That’s charitable. It’s more like three or
four. It’s as if Guardians of the Galaxy were acting
out the script to The Expendables, got shot down
while passing over Black Hawk Down and crash-
landed into the set for Resident Evil 6. 
Warner Bros. got a lot of positive feedback

from the film’s stylish trailers (which were terrific
and raised a lot of sceptical viewers’ hopes).
Unfortunately, director David Ayer’s gritty
original cut of the film didn’t much resemble
those happy-go-lucky trailers. Fearing the exact
same backlash they got from Zack Snyder’s
humorless Batman v Superman, rumor has it WB
hired the company that assembled the trailer to
make an all-new cut of the final film. The result
was two different films with two different tones.
Both versions were shown to test audiences and
both did well for different reasons. Those
“reshoots” that took place a couple months ago
were (again, reportedly) used to stitch the two
divergent cuts together, resulting in a film whose
look, tone, story line, character development and
pacing felt like they were haphazardly cobbled
together at the last minute in an editing room. 
The films that Marvel/Disney are making are

all quite different. (Guardians of the Galaxy and
Captain America: The Winter Soldier couldn’t be
further apart.) But they have an internal
consistency that comes from hiring good directors
and trusting them to come up with a singular,
polished vision. Editing by committee based on
endless contradictory notes from test screenings

Go Native
The fourth annual Native Film Series kicks
off this weekend at the El Morro Theatre
(207 W. Coal) in Gallup. From Friday, Aug. 12,
through Saturday, Aug. 13, the theater will
screen a series of award-winning films from
Native American filmmakers. Medicine
Woman, a documentary about America’s first
Native doctor, Susan La Flesche Picotte, will
screen at 7pm on Friday and Saturday. Poet
and musician Joy Harjo narrates while
actress Irene Bedard (Pocahontas, Smoke
Signals) provides the voice of Dr. Susan.
Healing the Warrior’s Heart will screen at
9pm on Friday and Saturday. It’s a
documentary, narrated by Peter Coyote,
examining the emotional trauma of war
through the prism of Native American
tradition and ceremony. A matinee of short
films (“We Are All Related,” “Language
Healers,” “Canyon Song” and “Hover Board”)
will screen at 1 and 4pm on Saturday. All
films are free and open to the public. Any and
all proceeds will be donated to Gallup Solar,
Inc. This event takes place during the 95th
annual Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial. For
more info go to
facebook.com/nativefilmseriesnm.

Tejano Time
Another weekend, another selection of
Movies on the Plaza. This Friday, Aug. 12,
you can catch a free screening of Selena, the
1997 biopic about murdered Texas-born
Tejano singer Selena Quintanilla-Pérez
(played here by Jennifer Lopez). It will take
place on the main stage screen at
Downtown’s Civic Plaza starting at dusk
(around 8:30pm). Show up early (5 to 8pm)
and you can grab some food and drink from
Slate Street Café courtesy of ABQ Food
Fridays. The Cali Shaw Band will play their
cross-genre style of Americana-folk-rock
before the movie. As always, the event is
bike- and dog-friendly and you can park
underneath Civic Plaza.

ABQ Law
The Albuquerque Film Office, in conjunction
with New Mexico Lawyers for the Arts and
the New Mexico Young Lawyers Division, is
sponsoring a pro bono (that’s lawyer talk for
“free”) Film Law Clinic on Saturday, Aug. 13.
The clinic will take place in the Andaluz Hotel
lobby (125 Second NW) from 10am to 2pm.
Professional legal advice will run the gamut
from entertainment law to business law and
related matters for film and TV producers.
Space is limited, and you must reserve your
30-minute consultation block by emailing
alerner@cabq.gov. 

The Dope on Dope
Mayor Richard J. Berry, SafeTeen New
Mexico and Christopher Productions are
inviting audiences to a premiere screening of
the locally produced documentary New
Marijuana on Saturday, Aug. 13, from 6 to
7:30pm at the KiMo Theatre (423 Central
NW). The film hopes to warn young people of
the dangers of “new marijuana” in the form of
waxes, oils and concentrates. There will be a
Q&A and after party (presumably drug-free)
following the screening. Admission is free and
open to the public. a

Cinematic Suicide
What Warner Bros. did wrong with Suicide Squad

results in a muddled product. Trust your
filmmakers, DC, and tell Warner Bros. to leave
them alone.

Buildup Matters
The reason Marvel’s hero-filled The Avengers
(and Captain America: Civil War) films worked is
because the company took time to develop the
characters in a series of hit movies. Suicide Squad
didn’t have that that luxury and was forced to
introduce audiences to a dozen or more major
characters in one fell swoop. Viola Davis’
Amanda Waller spent the first hour or so of
Suicide Squad just sitting in committee meetings
explaining her plan over and over again. (C’mon.
It’s The Dirty Dozenwith superheroes. Let’s move
on already.) When the plot finally kicked into
gear, there was hardly room left for a story. And
by the halfway mark, Suicide Squadwas still trying
to introduce new characters (like that poor,
useless bastard Slipknot). Think about it: What
was the point of bringing in Katana so late in the
game? What did she even do? The filmmakers
could have cut what little there was of her
character, and it would have had absolutely no
effect on the film. Jared Leto’s much-hyped Joker
spends the entire movie trying to crash the party.
But he keeps getting kicked out. There’s just no
room for his shenanigans in this movie. Why
include all those well-armed commandoes? This
was supposed to be a covert mission in which the
government could deny all connection. Instead, a
bunch of nameless military dudes with guns and
explosives stuck around the entire movie and did
almost all of the dirty work while the main
characters dispensed short quips. It’s supposed to
be Suicide Squad, not Suicide Squad Plus Guests.
Seriously, DC/Warner Bros. could have saved half
these characters for the sequel. A little patience
goes a long way, guys. This is supposed to be a
marathon, not a sprint.

Listen. At the end of the day, Suicide Squad is a
fun, colorful movie. It’s better than Batman v.
Superman: Dawn of Justice by a damn sight. But
it’s not nearly as good as it needs to be at this
stage of the game. Warner Bros. still has a long
way left to go before it nails down this DC
cinematic universe it’s trying so hard to create. So
... keep your fingers crossed for next summer’s
Wonder Woman and pray WB doesn’t
screw it up. Again. a

Seriously, who are all these people?
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Wild News

I
t was only a matter of time, of course. In a post
on his LiveJournal last week, Santa Fe author
George R.R. Martin confirmed that another

long-running book series he helped create, Wild
Cards, is coming to television. Universal Cable
Productions (producers of “Mr. Robot,”
“Colony,” “12 Monkeys” and “Difficult People”)
acquired the rights to the sci-fi/superhero
anthology series with an eye toward debuting the
series in “a year or two.” So far, over 20 books
have been published in the “shared universe”
series penned by more than 30 authors, many of
whom (Martin, Daniel Abraham, Victor Milán,
Ty Franck, John J. Miller, Melinda M. Snodgrass,
Ian Tregillis, Walter Jon Williams) are local New
Mexico writers. The series is set in an “alternate”
post World War II universe in which an alien
virus has created super-powered heroes and
villains. Snodgrass, who edited many of the
books and served as a story editor on “Star Trek:
The Next Generation,” will be the show’s
executive producer. Martin will not be directly
involved in the new series, as he has an exclusive
development deal with HBO (which is working
on the final seasons of “Game of Thrones” as
well as a proposed “prequel” to the hit fantasy
series).

Crossed
FOX sitcoms “New Girl” and “Brooklyn Nine-
Nine” are teaming up for a crossover episode
scheduled to air Oct. 11. The two sitcom casts
will interact in back-to-back episodes set to take
place in New York City. “The crossover episode
has historically been the artistic high point of
any show that has dared to attempt it,” said

Elizabeth Meriwether, “New Girl” creator and
executive producer, in a FOX press release.
“Maybe you remember ‘Blackout Thursday’ on
NBC, or even further back the infamous
‘Alf’/‘Gilligan’s Island’ crossover of the late
1980s. ‘New Girl’ and ‘Brooklyn Nine-Nine’ will
proudly and humbly go where few shows have
gone since the 1990s. We know we have big
shoes to fill, and we look forward to
disappointing everyone. There’s a 50 percent
chance Alf will also be in both episodes. But
there’s also a 50 percent chance that is a lie.”

Plus-Size Homer
In January FOX is promising to air its first-ever
one-hour episode of “The Simpsons.” The
double-sized episode will be a parody of FOX’s
dramatic hit “Empire.” In it Mr. Burns tries to
relive his glory days and crosses paths with a
mysterious music mogul. After being conned and
losing all his money, Burns seeks revenge with
the help of Homer, Bar, rapper Jazzy James (guest
voice Keegan-Michael Key) and the music
mogul’s ex-wife, Praline (voiced by “Empire” star
Taraji P. Henson).

Doggystyle
VH1 has given the greenlight to the unlikely
chat show hybrid “Martha & Snoop’s Dinner
Party.” In it celebrity homemaker and chef
Martha Stewart and weed-loving rapper Snoop
Dogg will invite celebrity friends over for an
evening of cocktails, cooking and conversation.
“At our dinner party, we will exemplify
America’s fascination with food, entertaining
and celebrity,” Stewart said in a press release.
“My homegirl Martha and I have a special bond
that goes back,” said Snoop in the same release.
“I can’t wait to see how we roll together.” The
show is expected to debut sometime this fall. a

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
SATURDAY 13
“Preseason NFL Football” (ESPN 6pm)

Hey, sports fans. If you’re bored with
NBC’s Olympics coverage, you can
always turn over to some football
action with tonight’s Dallas at Los
Angeles game. It’s preseason, aka
“everybody play nice and don’t get
hurt” time—but still.

SUNDAY 14
“Chesapeake Shores” (Hallmark 7pm)

Hallmark adapts Sherryl Woods’
undoubtedly charming 10-book series
about a multigenerational family
reunited to operate a Chesapeake Bay
inn into a twee soap opera for people
who don’t like to have their blood
pressure raised above 110 over 70.

“50 Years of Star Trek” (History 6pm)
History Channel offers up a two-hour
special to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of influential sci-fi series
“Star Trek.” Interviews with cast and
crew members from all the TV series
and movies are the highlight here.

“The Walking Dead: Season 7 Preview
Special” (AMC 8pm)What, last
season’s cruel cliff-hanger wasn’t
enough? You want to tease us some
more, AMC? The new season doesn’t
even start until Oct. 23!

MONDAY 15
“My Secret Job” (TLC 8pm) In this new

documentary series, women talk

about their “unusual” jobs—from
breast milk dealers to professional
snugglers. That’s “snugglers,” not
“smugglers.” 

“The ’20s: The Search for the Next
Beachbody Super Trainer” (Pop
9:30pm) Oh, no! What happened to
the last Beachbody Super Trainer? 

TUESDAY 16
“Case Closed With AJ Benza: Elvis

Lives!” (Reelz 8am) Elvis Presley
dead for the last 39 years? Not so
fast! AJ Benza is on the case.

“Andrew Zimmern’s Driven By Food”
(Travel 7pm) In his new show, Andrew
Zimmern—host of “Bizarre Foods,”
“Bizarre Foods America,” “Bizarre
Foods: Delicious Destinations,”
“Appetite for Life,” “Unique Eats”—
travels around the world and eats.
Well, he’s nothing if not consistent. 

WEDNESDAY 17
“My Last Days” (KWBQ-19 8pm) Each

week people with terminal illnesses
tell stories of how they defied the
odds and remind people that a
limited amount of time on Earth is
not a barrier to making a positive
impact on the world. ... Eh, couldn’t I
just watch Facebook clips of otters to
feel better instead?

“Jep & Jessica: Growing the Dynasty”
(A&E 7:30pm) Oh, good, A&E found
a couple more “Duck Dynasty” family
members to exploit.  a

THURSDAY 11
“Triumph’s Summer Election Special

2016” (Hulu streaming anytime)
This sounds like a fine idea in
practice. But I can’t, for the life of
me, think of anything in this year’s
election cycle for Triumph the
Insult Comic Dog to mock, let
alone poop on.

FRIDAY 12
“The Get Down” (Netflix streaming

anytime) This colorful musical
drama, created by Aussie Baz
Luhrmann (Romeo + Juliet,
Moulin Rouge!) charts the early
creation of hip-hop music in the
South Bronx.

Mad Max Triple Feature (AMC
6:30pm) AMC gets all post-
apocalyptic on us, showing off
1979’s Mad Max (6:30pm),
1981’s The Road Warrior
(8:30pm) and 1985’s Mad Max
Beyond Thunderdome
(10:30pm). Cap it off with your
Blu-Ray of Fury Road, and you’re
good to go.

TV News
Tidbits from around the dial

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY
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$399

$599

QUEEN
BED

WITH  MATTRESS 
PURCHASE*

Padded queen bedframe free when you when
you purchase a Primo Saturn 5M Queen, Galaxy
5M Queen or Eloquence 5M queen mattress.

$499

SOFA & LOVESEAT
2 Pieces.
Choice of
colors. By
Primo.

Add The
Chair

$99 More!

Queen size bedframe with wired
control. Two powerful motors.

$399 $849SEAT SIX!
Wood table and six padded
chairs. Primo quality set.

$449FIVE-PIECE
Primo pub-style wood table
and padded chairs.

ADD SERTA
SAND HILLS
MATTRESS
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SAVE $150!

DINE IN STYLE!

FREE!
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FOAM PILLOWS

$99 VALUE!
With bed & mattress

purchase.

SAVE
$1000!

SAVE
$500!

Mattress
not included

ADJUSTABLE QUEEN BED FRAMES!

MASSAGE!
Solid support with two motors,
wired remote control unit.

METAL MESH!

$99WOOD BUNK BED
Frame with mattress purchase …

Frame without mattresses, $199
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apparently, that the Pleistocene Age animals (voiced again
by Ray Romano, Denis Leary, John Leguizamo and Queen
Latifah) are now reenacting the plot to Armageddon. Yup, a
giant meteoroid is heading towards Earth threatening to wipe
out mammal-kind—and it’s up to a mammoth, a sloth and a
saber-toothed tiger to stop it. Hey, kids gotta learn history
somehow. 94 minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium)

Jason Bourne
After sitting out a movie (2012’s mediocre The Bourne
Legacy), Matt Damon returns as everybody’s favorite
amnesiac superspy. Now that our hero is finally remembering
who he truly is, he’s got a lot of revenge to dish out against
the people who betrayed him. This will involve lots and lots of
car chases, foot races, gunfights and explosions. Also, he’s
got to contend with an evil CIA director (Tommy Lee Jones),
an opportunistic agent (Alicia Vikander) and a very angry
assassin (Vincent Cassel). Expect serious, no-holds-barred
action, followed by more of the same. 123 minutes. PG-13.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque)

The Legend of Tarzan
Alexander Skarsgard (“True Blood”) is our Tarzan and Margot
Robbie (The Wolf of Wall Street) is our Jane, returned to
Africa after several years to investigate the suspicious goings-
on at a mining encampment in Congo on the part of
colonizing Belgian King Leopold II. David Yates (director of
the last four Harry Potter movies) helms this original story,
loosely based on the books by Edgar Rice Burroughs. It
could have used a few more epic set-pieces and a slightly
pulpier tone, but this one gets a lot right, balancing action
and drama and giving audiences one of the best on-screen
Tarzans. 109 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium)

Lights Out
A ghost haunts a mentally unstable mother and her
emotionally traumatized kids. This ghost, though, is afraid of
the light. So, naturally, everybody arms themselves with faulty
flashlights and goes creeping around in the dark. The slightly
clever gimmick (based on a short film by the same director)
is stretched thin over the course of the film’s sub-90-minute
runtime. If you’re a big fan of “jump out and go boo!” ghost
movies (Paranormal Activity, Insidious, The Conjuring), this
inexpensive fright film is for you. Reviewed in v25 i29. 81
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Nerve
Borrowing more than a little inspiration from the Thai film 13:
Game of Death (and its American remake 13 Sins), this
tween-themed horror thriller finds a high school senior
(Emma Roberts) lured into an online game in which she
must complete a string of increasingly deadly stunts in order
to win big bucks. It’s based on the young adult novel by
Jeanne Ryan. 96 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX)

Nine Lives
Barring the discovery of some youthful gay porn outing, this
will undoutedly go down as the most embarrassing thing on
Oscar-winning actor Kevin Spacey’s resumé. Like some
knockoff ’70s live-action Disney movie, the plot to this
French-funded family comedy finds Spacey cast as a stuffy
business tycoon who puts work over family. Thanks to the
intervention of magical pet shop owner Christopher Walken
(no, really), Spacey is transformed into a cat named Mr.
Fuzzypants. Now he has just one week to learn his lesson
and reconcile with his family (as a cat, mind you) or he’ll be
a feline forever. 87 minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

The Secret Life of Pets
From the makers of the Despicable Me films comes this
manic, animated comedy about a New York City terrier
named Max who regularly invites his animal friends to hang
out at his place while their owners are away at work. Max’s
happy life is interrupted one day, though, when his owner
adopts a stray mutt whom Max instantly dislikes. The slim
story is borrowed from any number of Warner Bros. cartoons
in which evil dogcatchers chase innocent animals around
the city. But the characters are funny and engaging. A who’s
who of comedians (Louis C.K., Kevin Hart, Jenny Slate, Albert
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Pacific Northwest. But when his wife commits suicide, he’s
forced to consider integrating his counterculture brood into
modern society. This smartly philosophical and emotionally
sentimental comedy-drama comes from actor Matt Ross
(“Big Love,” “Silicon Valley”), who’s slowly transforming
himself into an indie film writer-director. 118 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown)

Finding Dory
Thirteen years after we went looking for Nemo, the CGI
toonsters at Pixar take us on a quest to find Dory. Actually,
Dory (the bubble-headed blue tang voiced by Ellen
DeGeneres) is looking for her long-lost parents. Naturally,
there’s a lesson about family to be learned along the way.
Albert Brooks, Ed O’Neill, Diane Keaton, Idris Elba and Bill
Hader provide vocal support. Reviewed in v25 i25. 97
minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium)

Ghostbusters
Yes, this reboot to the endlessly quotable 1984 supernatural
comedy does feature four female leads (Melissa McCarthy,
Kristen Wiig, Kate McKinnon, Leslie Jones). If that’s a
problem, you should just stay home and complain about
“feminazis” all you want on the internet. Everybody else can
judge this one on its own merits. Is it innovative? No. Is it
funny? Pretty much. Basically, if you grew up on the original
films, this (much like the recent Star Trek movies) is just a
watered-down remake with different actors. If you’re fresh to
the franchise, it’s a perfectly servicable action comedy. 114
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium)

Hillary’s America: The Secret History of
the Democratic Party
Its release timed, none too coincidentally, to coincide with
the Republican National Convention, this documentary from
renowned democrat-hater (and convicted felon) Dinesh
D’Souza (2016: Obama’s America) tells audiences exactly
what the filmmaker thinks of presidential candidate Hillary
Clinton. (Spoiler alert: he thinks she’s eeeevil!) Only the
most dyed-in-the-wool of Trump-followers need apply. 107
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio)

Hunt for the Wilderpeople
From Kiwi writer-director Taika Waititi (What We Do in the
Shadows, Eagle vs Shark) comes this adventurous comedy-
drama. A national manhunt is ordered after a rebellious
13-year-old from the big city (hilarious newcomer Julian
Dennison) and his country-fried foster uncle (Sam Neill) go
missing in the wilds of New Zealand. Far more down-to-earth
than Waititi’s previous works, this father/son
action/adventure tale is good-natured, good-humored and
surprisingly moving. After this the filmmaker graduates to the
big time, directing Thor: Ragnarok for Marvel/Disney. 101
minutes. PG-13. (Guild Cinema)

Ice Age: Collision Course
Jeez, how many of these movies have they made? So many,

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

OPENING THIS WEEK
Anthropoid
Jamie Dornan (50 Shades of Grey) and Cillian Murphy
(Batman Begins) star in this true-life historical thriller about
Operation Anthropoid, a World War II mission to assassinate
SS General Reinhard Heydrich, the main architect behind
Hitler’s Final Solution. 120 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday
8/11 at Century 14 Downtown)

Barfly
Mickey Rourke and Faye Dunaway star in this perfectly seedy
1987 drama/comedy based on the semi-autobiographical
Hollywood exploits of poet/drunk Charles Bukowski. Guild
Cinema brings us this cult fave in honor of Bukowski’s 96th
birthday. 100 minutes. R. (Opens Tuesday 8/16 at Guild
Cinema)

The Congressman
Treat Williams (Prince of the City, The Substitute 2: School’s
Out, “Everwood,” ) stars in this timely political dramedy as a
newly divorced Maine Congressman whose public life spirals
out of control after he’s caught on camera failing to stand
and recite the Pledge of Allegiance. With the press breathing
down his neck, he retreats to a remote island in the Atlantic,
whose eccentric inhabitants are stuck in the middle of a
shooting war over fishing grounds. It’s no Local Hero, but it’s
earnest. Filmmaker Robert J. Mrazek is a former legislator
himself. 98 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 8/12 at Guild
Cinema)

Florence Foster Jenkins
Nobody remembers her now, but in the 1920s, Florence
Foster Jenkins was something of a pop culture icon. A New
York heiress with dreams of grandeir, she set herself up as an
opera singer, recorded a number of records and built her
own personal music venue—despite having a truly terrible
singing voice. Meryl Streep and Hugh Grant star in this comic
biopic from director Stephen Frears (Dangerous Liaisons, The
Grifters, The Hi-Lo Country, High Fidelity). 110 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Thuirsday 8/11 at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Century Rio)

Indignation
Based on the novel by Philip Roth, this highbrow sex
dramedy relates the story of Marcus Messner, (Logan
Lerman from The Perks of Being a Wallflower), a cynical,
working-class Jewish student from New Jersey who attends a
small Ohio college and struggles with sexual repression at
the height of the Korean War. 110 minutes. R. (Opens
Thursday 8/11 at Century 14 Downtown)

Mohenjo Daro
In this epic historical adventure, a farmer (Hrithik Roshan)
from the Indus Valley (circa 2016 BC) travels to the city to
save the life of a beautiful woman (Pooja Hegde). In Hindi
with English subtitles. 155 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
8/11 at Century 14 Downtown)

National Lampoon’s Animal House
Tom Hulce, Stephen Furst, John Belushi, Kevin Bacon, Tim
Matheson and Karen Allen star in the original, raunchy sex
comedy from 1978. Toga party! R. (Opens Sunday 8/14 at
Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Pete’s Dragon
Disney tries a more realistic approach to this remake of it’s
semi-popular 1977 live action/animation hybrid. In it, a
young boy runs away from his hillbilly foster family and ends
up living in the woods for six years—allegedly with the help of
a friendly, fuzzy dragon—before being rescued by a kindly
forest ranger (Bryce Dallas Howard) and her father (Robert
Redford). Problems arise, of course, when Pete’s old family
come looking for him. 102 minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 8/12
at Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Century Rio)

Sausage Party
Seth Rogen and pals (Kristen Wiig, Jonah Hill, Michael Cera,
James Franco, Bill Hader) star in this raunchy, computer-
animated cartoon about a curious, anthropomorphic hotdog
and his grocery store pals who discover the horrifying truth
behind food and try to escape their fate (being cooked,
eaten and digested, that is). Think Pixar, but with a whole lot
of wiener jokes. Seriously. Not for kids. 89 minutes. R.
(Opens Thursday 8/11 at Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Century Rio)

Shanghai Express
Marlene Dietrich stars in this 1932 film from legendary
director Josef von Sternberg. Dietrich plays Shanghai Lily, a
“loose” woman who rediscovers her former lover
(straightlaced Brit Clive Brook) during a dangerous train ride
to China. 82 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 8/13 at
Guild Cinema)

The Wailing
In rural South Korea, a police officer struggles to figure out
the connection between a mysterious Japanese stranger and
a string of violent deaths. Is murder, infectious disease or
something far more supernatural responsible for this
unstoppable outbreak of death? Writer-director Na Hong-Jin
(The Chaser) makes this wild, mythological crime-horror
hybrid gory, funny, shocking and hallucinatory all at once. In
Korean with English subtitles. 156 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 8/12 at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING
Bad Moms
We’ve had Bad Santas, Bad Teachers, Bad Judges, Bad
Neighbors and Bad Grandpas, so it was just a matter of time
before we got saddled with Bad Moms. Mila Kunis, Kathryn
Hahn and Kristen Bell are among the overworked and
underappreciated moms who are pushed beyond their limits,
and “ditch their conventional responsibilities for a jolt of long
overdue freedom, fun and comedic self-indulgence.” Expect
hijijnks including—but not limited to—drugs, alcohol and full
frontal nudity to ensue. 101 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

The BFG
British humorist Roald Dahl’s beloved bedtime fable about a
kindly giant who refuses to eat children comes to life
courtesy of director Steven Spielberg and screenwriter
Melissa Mathison (who teamed up on a little film called E.T.
the Extra-Terrestrial). Oscar winner Mark Rylance (Bridge of
Spies) gives voice to the titular (CGI-rendered) Big Friendly
Giant. 117 minutes. PG. (Cottonwood Stadium)

Café Society 
Jesse Eisenberg, Kristen Stewart and Steve Carell are among
the cast members recruited into writer-director Woody Allen’s
latest period comedy-drama-romance. Back in the 1930s, a
young Bronx nebbish (Eisenberg, doing “Woody Allen,” of
course) moves to Hollywood where he falls in love with the
secretary of his powerful uncle, an agent to the stars. The
backdrop is pretty and the cast is mostly game. But like
most late-period Allen, it’s inconsequential at best. 98
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio)

Captain Fantastic
Viggo Mortensen (The Lord of the Rings trilogy) is an
iconoclastic hippie survivalist, raising his six kids in the
isolated physical and intellectual environment of the rural Film Caps  continues on page 30 

Sausage Party
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FILM | TIMES wEEk oF FrI., AUgUST 12-ThUrS., AUgUST 18

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

Mohenjo Daro Fri-Sun 12:05, 3:30, 6:55, 10:15; Mon-Wed
12:05, 3:30, 6:55; Thu 12:05

National Lampoon’s Animal House Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed
2:00, 7:00

Pete’s Dragon 3D Fri-Sun 1:55, 9:40; Mon-Thu 11:20am,
4:35

Anthropoid Fri-Sun 10:50am, 1:40, 4:30, 7:20, 10:10; Mon-
Wed 10:50am, 1:40, 4:30, 7:20; Thu 10:50am, 1:40

Indignation Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00;
Mon-Wed 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15; Thu 11:00am, 1:45

Nine Lives Fri-Wed 11:45am, 2:20, 4:45, 7:00; Thu
11:45am, 2:20, 4:45

Sausage Party Fri-Sun 12:45, 3:05, 5:25, 7:45, 10:05; Mon-
Thu 12:45, 3:05, 5:25, 7:45

Pete’s Dragon Pete’s Dragon Fri-Sun 11:20am, 4:35, 7:05;
Mon-Thu 1:55, 7:05

Suicide Squad 3D Fri-Sun 11:55, 6:25, 10:45; Mon-Thu
11:55, 6:25

Suicide Squad Fri-Sun 11:05am, 1:00, 2:05, 3:10, 4:15,
5:20, 7:30, 8:35, 9:50; Mon-Thu 11:05am, 1:00, 2:05,
3:10, 4:15, 5:20, 7:30

Captain Fantastic Fri-Sun 11:25am, 5:05, 10:40; Mon-Thu
11:25am, 5:05; Wed 11:25, Thu 11:25am

Café Society Fri-Tue 2:15, 7:55; Wed-Thu 2:15
Bad Moms Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:35, 5:10, 7:50, 10:20; Mon-Thu
12:00, 2:35, 5:10, 7:50

Jason Bourne Fri-Sun 10:50am, 1:40, 4:40, 7:35, 10:30;
Mon-Thu 10:50am, 1:40, 4:40, 7:35

LIghts Out Fri-Sun 10:25
Star Trek Beyond Fri-Sat 10:55am, 1:50, 4:50, 7:40, 10:35;
Sun 10:55am; Mon 10:55am, 1:50, 4:50, 7:40; Tue-Wed
10:55am; Thu 10:55am, 1:50

The Secret Life of Pets Fri-Sun 11:40am, 2:20, 4:45, 7:10,
9:35; Mon-Wed 11:40am, 2:20, 4:45, 7:10; Thu 11:40am,
2:20

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

Nine Lives Fri-Wed 11:25am, 2:00, 4:35, 7:10, 9:45: Thu
call for showtimes

Florence Foster Jenkins Fri-Thu 10:30am, 1:30, 4:30, 7:30,
10:30

Sausage Party Fri-Sat 10:30am, 11:50am, 1:10, 2:30, 3:50,
5;10, 6:30, 7:50, 9:10, 10:30, 11:50; Sun-Thu 10:30am,
11:50am, 1:10, 2:30, 3:50, 5;10, 6:30, 7:50, 9:10, 10:30

Pete’s Dragon 3D Fri-Thu 12:10, 3:00, 5:50, 8:40
Pete’s Dragon Fri-Sat 10:45am, 1:35, 4:25, 7:15, 10:05,
11:30; Sun-Thu 10:45am, 1:35, 4:25, 7:15, 10:05

National Lampoon’s Animal House Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed
2:00, 7:00

Suicide Squad 3D Fri-Thu 11:00am, 4:15, 5:30, 8:45, 10:45
Suicide Squad Fri-Sat 11:40am, 12:20, 1:00, 1:35, 2:15,
2:55, 3:35, 4:50, 6:10, 6:50, 7:30, 8:05, 9:25, 10:05,
11:20, 12:01am; Sun-Thu 11:40am, 12:20, 1:00, 1:35,
2:15, 2:55, 3:35, 4:50, 6:10, 6:50, 7:30, 8:05, 9:25,
10:05

Nerve Fri-Sat 11:10am, 4:55, 10:40; Sun 11:10am, 10:40;
Mon-Tue 11:10am, 4:55, 10:40; Wed 11:10am, 4:55; Thu
call for showtimes

Café Society Fri-Thu 11:10am, 1:55, 4:40, 7:25, 10:10; Thu
call for showtimes

Bad Moms Fri-Sat 11:00am, 12:25, 1:50, 3:15, 4:45, 6:05,
7:35, 8:55, 10:35, 11:45; Sun-Wed 11:00am, 12:25,
1:50, 3:15, 4:45, 6:05, 7:35, 8:55, 10:35; Thu call for
showtimes

Jason Bourne Fri-Sat 10:55am, 12:30, 2:10, 3:45, 5:25,
7:00, 8:40, 10:15, 11:55; Sun-Wed 10:55am, 12:30,
2:10, 3:45, 5:25, 7:00, 8:40, 10:15; Thu call for
showtimes

Ghostbusters 3D Fri-Wed 4:40; Thu call for showtimes
LIghts Out Fri-Wed 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:35; Thu call
for showtimes

Hillary’s America: The Secret History of the Democratic
Party Fri-Wed 11:05am, 2:00, 4:55, 7:50, 10:45; Thu call
for showtimes

Ice Age: Collision Course Fri-Wed 10:50am, 1:45; Thu call
for showtimes

Star Trek Beyond 3D Fri-Wed 4:05; Thu call for showtimes
Star Trek Beyond Fri-Wed 12:55, 7:15, 10:25; Thu call for
showtimes

Ghostbusters Fri-Wed 10:40am, 1:40, 7:40, 10:40; Thu call
for showtimes

The Secret Life of Pets Fri-Wed 10:50, 1:30, 4:10, 6:55,
9:35; Thu call for showtimes

The Legend of Tarzan Fri-Sat 1:55, 7:40; Mon-Tue 1:55,
7:40; Wed 1:55; Thu call for showtimes

Central Intelligence Fri-Thu 4:30, 7:35, 10:25; Thu call for
showtimes

Finding Dory Fri-Wed 10:35am, 1:25, 4:15, 7:05, 9:55; Thu
call for showtimes

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

GRANDE 12 ALBUQUERQUE IMAX
3810 Las Estancias SW • 

Sausage Party Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 8:30, 9:45
Pete’s Dragon 3D Fri-Thu 12:00, 10:00
Pete’s Dragon Fri-Thu 11:40am, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30
Nine Lives Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:15, 9:35
Suicide Squad—An IMAX 3D Experience Fri-Thu 1:00, 7:00
Suicide Squad—An IMAX Experience Fri-Thu 4:00, 10:00
Suicide Squad 3D Fri-Thu 2:15, 5:10, 8:05
Suicide Squad Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00
Nerve Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:00, 6:00
Jason Bourne Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00
Bad Moms Fri-Thu 12:10, 2:35, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
Ice Age: Collision Course Fri-Thu 12:10, 2:35, 5:00, 7:25,
9:50

Star Trek Beyond Fri-Thu 12:45, 4:00, 7:00, 9:55
The Secret Life of Pets Fri-Thu 12:15, 2:40, 5:05, 7:30,
9:55

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

Hunt for the Wilderpeople Fri-Mon 3:15, 5:30
The Congressman Fri-Mon 7:45
The Wailing Fri-Sat 9:45
Shanghai Express Sat-Sun 1:00
Barfly Tue-Thu 3:30, 5:45, 8:00

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

Suicide Squad Fri-Thu 11:00am, 11:55am, 1:20, 1:50,
2:45, 4:10, 4:40, 5:35, 7:00, 7:30, 9:50, 10:20

Sausage Party Fri-Thu 11:10am, 12:40, 1:20, 2:55, 3:30,
5:05, 5:40, 7:15, 7:50, 8:25, 9:25, 10:00, 10:15, 10:35

Pete’s Dragon 3D Fri-Thu 10:50am
Pete’s Dragon Fri-Thu 11:55am, 2:25, 4:45, 7:05, 9:25;
Bad Moms Fri-Wed 11:30am, 1:50, 4:10, 6:30, 8:50; Thu

call for showtimes
Jason Bourne Fri-Wed 10:45am, 1:30, 4:15, 7:00, 9:45; Thu
call for showtimes

The Secret Life of Pets Fri-Wed 1:30, 3:40, 5:50, 8:00; Thu
call for showtimes

Star Trek Beyond Fri-Wed 1:10, 4:00, 6:50, 9:35; Thu call for
showtimes

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

X-Men: Apocalypse 3D Fri-Thu 3:20, 10:20;
X-Men: Apocalypse Fri-Thu 11:50am, 6:50;
The Shallows Fri-Thu 12:20, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:30;
Independence Day: Resurgence 3D Fri-Thu 3:50, 10:00;
Independence Day: Resurgence Fri-Thu 12:50, 7:00;
Central Intelligence Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30;
Captain America: Civil War 3D Fri-Thu 3:10, 10:10;
Captain America: Civil War Fri-Thu 11:40am, 6:40;
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows Fri-Thu
12:10, 3:00, 6:10, 9:10

The Jungle Book 3D Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:30, 5:30, 8:30
The Jungle Book Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 7:10, 10:15;

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

X-Men: Apocalypse 3D Fri-Thu 3:15, 10:00;
X-Men: Apocalypse Fri-Thu 11:50am, 6:45;
The Shallows Fri-Thu 12:40, 3:50, 6:50, 10:15;
Independence Day: Resurgence 3D Fri-Thu 2:45, 8:45
Independence Day: Resurgence Fri-Thu 11:45am, 5:45
Central Intelligence Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:20, 6:40, 9:50;
Captain America: Civil War Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:50, 6:20,
9:45;

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows Fri-Thu
12:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00;

Alice Through the Looking Glass Fri-Thu 12:10, 3:10, 6:10,
9:10;

The Jungle Book Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30;

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

Sausage Party Fri-Thu 1:15, 3:50, 6:30, 9:10
Florence Foster Jenkins Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:55, 4:50, 7:45,
10:40

Pete’s Dragon 3D Fri-Thu 1:50, 7:30
Pete’s Dragon Fri-Thu 11:00am, 4:40, 10:20
Lights Out Fri-Thu 7:00, 9:30
Nine Lives Fri-Wed 11:00am, 1:30, 4:00, 6:40, 9:10; Thu
11:00am, 1:30, 4:00

Suicide Squad 3D Fri-Thu 12:30, 2:20, 3:00, 7:10, 9:00,
9:40

Suicide Squad Fri-Thu 11:00am, 11:40am, 3:50, 5:40,
6:20, 10:30

The Secret Life of Pets Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:30, 3:55 6:20,
8:50

Jason Bourne Fri-Wed 11:00am, 2:10, 5:20, 8:30, 9:10; Thu
11:00am, 2:10, 5:20, 8:30

Bad Moms Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:15, 6:05, 8:30
Ice Age: Collision Course Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:40, 4:20
Star Trek Beyond Fri-Thu 11:00am, 2:10, 5:20, 8:30
Ghostbusters Fri-Wed 1:05, 4:05, 7:05, 10:05; Thu 1:05,
4:05

Finding Dory Fri-Wed 12:30, 3:15, 6:10; Thu 12:30, 3:15

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

210 Yale SE    505.268.0044    www.outpostspace.org

TRACEY WHITNEY SEXTET
+ HORACE ALEXANDER 
YOUNG QUARTET
Classic jazz soul vocalist 
 + Santa Fe multi-instrumentalist/
vocalist/composer/arranger

7:30PM

THUR
AUG
18

STUDENT DISCOUNT & RUSH TICKETS 
AVAILABLE FOR ALL OUTPOST SHOWS

KEVIN ZOERNIG SOLO
+ SINA SOUL QUEEN & A 
LOVE SUPREME
Pianist-accordionist 
 + multi genre vocalist

B2B GIVING BACK SUNDAY
UP TP 25% OF FOOD SALES DONATED TO 
OUTPOST! 
3118 Central Ave SE

7:30PM

12-9PM

THUR
AUG
11

SUN
AUG
14

FILM | CAPSULES continues from page 29

this outing, directing duties fall to by Justin Lin (who directed
four of the last seven Fast and Furious films). That means, of
course, that this is the explodiest, most fast-paced Star Trek
movie ever. 120 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium)

Suicide Squad
Well, it’s not the oppressive, monotone “grimdark” look of
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, but this chaotic action
flick replaces that with a story and tone that is literally all
over the damn place. This hot mess has the unenviable task
of introducing audiences to a dozen or so unknown

Brooks, Ellie Kemper, Steve Coogan, Hannibal Buress, Dana
Carvey) are on talking animal duty. 90 minutes. PG. (Grande
12 Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Star Trek Beyond
The “Kelvin Universe” timeline (previously known as “J.J.
Abrams’ Star Trek reboot series) finally gets around to telling
an original story. The Enterprise has actually set off on its
original “five year mission” and is exploring the edge of the
known universe. Naturally, the crew manage to tick off the
wrong space villain, who declares war on the Federation. For

characters, then blending them into a team we’re supposed
to root for. The gimmick here is that all of our superheroes
are actually supervillains, sprung from prison if they’ll take
part in a suicidal mission to ... accomplish something or
other. Most of the key players (Will Smith as Deadshot,
Margot Robbie as Harley Quinn, Jai Courtney as Boomerang)
seem to be having fun. Despite lots and lots of frantic CG
action, this exercise in attitude can’t decide if it’s a winking
superhero parody, an over-the-top war movie, a horror-
survival video game or what. 123 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)
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* GET YOUR DREAM SYSTEM TODAY! * Proof of qualifying employment and local banking history required.  Trans-
action amount limited. Other conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

AUDIO EXPRESS! Lowest Installed Price In Town! Every Time! Fully installed new product
from a local authorized dealer

Unless otherwise limited, prices are good through Tuesday following publication date. Installed price
offers are for product purchased from Audio Express installed in factory-ready locations. Custom work
at added cost. Kits, antennas and cables additional. Added charges for shop supplies and environmen-
tal disposal where mandated. Illustrations similar. Video pictures may be simulated. Not responsible for
typographic errors. Savings off MSRP or our original sales price, may include install savings.
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Details, conditions and restrictions of manufacturer pro-
motional offers at respective websites. Price match applies to new, non-promotional items from autho-
rized sellers; excludes “shopping cart” or other hidden specials. © 2016, Audio Express.

Se habla
Espanol!

FREE LAYAWAY

PPP Means 50% Off Installation!

Mid-Town
1105 San Mateo NE

265-8133 Lomas

S
an

 M
at

eo

HOURS
Mon. - Sat.

9 AM - 7 PM
Sunday

Noon - 5 PM

Northwest
9231 Coors NW

899-3584

Paseo del Norte

Coo
rs

Leave It Running, Take The Key!
Nobody Can Move Your Vehicle Until You Put The Key In The Ignition!

$11999
Save More When

We Install It!

Save $4000* $19999
Save More When

We Install It!

Save $10000*

$34999
Save More When

We Install It!

Save $4000*

$44999
Save More When

We Install It!

Save $25000*

Some vehicles require specific interface modules at additional cost.

Installed Prices 
Save You Money!

Ready For A New CD Receiver?
Happy All
The Way!

$15999
Installed Price

$22999
Save More When

We Install It!

Save $7000*

Phone shown for illustration, not included

Video Front
And Back!

7” 1-DIN
fold-out
or 6.2” 2-DIN 
deck plus 11”
drop-down
rear monitor!

$39999
Save $22000*

Installed 
Package Price

Save Up To 
$7000*

Remote Start!
2 Remotes!

SmartStart Ready! Two-Way
System!

Diesel, hybrid, tachless
mode, 2500 foot range

Remote start, keyless entry.
Add SmartStart to control from your phone.

Complete security & remote start. 
One LCD remote, one four-button.
Ready for SmartStart phone control

Your Choice!

1-DIN CD Deck!

Two-Year
Warranty

Choose a receiver featuring famous Alpine quality including hands-
free Bluetooth with audio streaming or select an eXcelon model with
dual phone connection and Android rapid charge. Same low price!

Big 11.2” flip down monitor with built-in
DVD/CD player. USB, SD and A/V
inputs. Two wireless IR headsets.
Matches most popular interiors.

Wireless
Screencasting!

Stream from smartphone or other 
mobile device with no wires! 13.3

monitor with built-in DVD player and
multimedia ports. FM out for headsets.
Change skins to match popular interiors.

$39999
Save $17000*

Installed 
Package Price

Step Up To Mirror With
Navi, Touchscreen And
Bluetooth Hands-Free!

Installed Price On This
Complete Safety Package

$10000Just More

Replacement mirror shows rear view from mini
camera. 4-sensor parking assist included.
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Thursday AUG 11 8:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 12 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 13 8:00pm Doors

Thursday AUG 18 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday AUG 16 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 20 8:00pm Doors

DAVID BAZAN
MICHAEL NAU

SLIM CESSNA’S AUTO CLUB
THE WHISKEY PRIEST

LET IT GROW
THE BOONDOGGLES

Friday AUG 19 8:00pm Doors

TRAKKTOR  DIVERJE
TRIPPING DOGS  DJ RED 209

VAGRANT VARIETY PRESENTS:
A FAREWELL TO PARIS

SHOOK TWINS

JIM WARD
(SOLO ACOUSTIC)

ALABAMA DEATHWALK

Wednesday AUG 10 8:00pm Doors

Thursday AUG 11 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 13 8:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 12 8:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 19 7:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 20 8:00pm Doors

TOUCHE AMORE
CEREMONY

 GOUGE AWAY

NE OBLIVISCARIS
BLACK CROWN INITIATE

STARKILL

Monday AUG 22 8:00pm Doors

SHOULDER VOICES
CD RELEASE SHOW!

LEECHES OF LORE  SUPERGIANT
THE PORTER DRAW  ST. PETERSBURG

MONOLORD
BEAST MAKER  SWEAT LODGE

JAGGED MOUTH
Wednesday AUG 17 8:00pm Doors

CASTLE
ANESTHESIA  DISTANCES

JAGGED MOUTH

POUYA
GERM  RAMIREZ  SHAKEWELL

AGENT ORANGE
FEA  MCRAD  REBILT

GHETTO BLAST
PUFF PUFF BEER
STRESS MINDED BROTHAS

THE AVERAGE KEYS

THIS
THURSDAY!!!

THIS
THURSDAY!!!

THIS
THURSDAY!!!
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MUSIC | Show UP

Exquisite Power!
Women’s Voices concert brings community together

band that includes the coolest players in town.
With just over two weeks before the

curtain rises on this gig at the Albuquerque
Museum Amphitheater (2000 Mountan
NW), Corley and Dugger dropped by Weekly
Alibi to chat about their various projects while
I drank voluminous amounts of coffee, got
meta about music and occasionally chimed in
with my own questions about how jazz is
becoming an elevated yet accessible force in
this city. Our conversation went something
like this:

Alibi: Our next issue is called Wonder
Women, so it’s great that you stopped by;
you’re going to be the music feature; a little
bit about the Jazz Workshop, a lot about this
particular concert outing that celebrates
women’s voices in music. Cool right? 

Vicki: As you know, the name of the show is
Exquisite Power.

Emerson: Yeah, exquisite power! [Emerson
smiles broadly].

Vicki: It’s a great title to go with the rest of
your issue I think.

Ah, serendipity! Tell our readers all about the
concert, if you please.

Vicki: The Jazz Workshop has been doing a
Women’s Voices concert for years. It’s always
been one of the themed shows on our summer
calendar. Typically, Lady Sings the Blues,
Women’s Voices and the Blues Fest in Madrid
were our big shows. Audiences always look
forward to curated shows. Each of these
performances is undertaken by a curator as if they
were creating a master artwork. That’s especially
true for this year’s Women’s Voices concert; it’s
rare to hear this group of performers together;
you may never get to hear this collection of
people in one space again.

What was the curator’s focus this year?
Emerson: It’s the workshop’s 40th

anniversary, so we wanted to dig deep. I got this
idea from another concert I was involved in, a
benefit gig that [local singers] Hillary Smith and
Allison Davis put together for Carla Van Blake.
Blake was having heart surgery in Colorado and
Smith and Davis held a concert for her at the
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center back in January. I
was struck by how all of these singers came
together, all of these instrumentalists, all of these
genres. It was blues, it was salsa, it was jazz …
everyone was all together as a community. There
was a lot of bonding that night and the audience
loved that. They went crazy and left feeling
pumped, optimistic. I thought something similar
would be a killer idea for this year’s Women’s
Voices concert. So, I went home and wrote a
proposal, submitted it the next day. The board
met. They said, “go for it, it sounds like a great
idea.” Then, I started making phone calls. All of
the ladies from the benefit concert said yes.
There are 20 singers featured in this show. And a
nine-piece band.

How did you work out the logistics for
something like that?

Vicki: It was a Herculean task.
Emerson: [Laughing] I admit I’m a little

insane that way.

It sounds like a good kind of insanity.
Emerson: It is. I do like doing this stuff, for

really good reasons, for good causes. Because of
my experience as a band leader, I’m used to
coordinating a lot of people at once. It seemed
like the audience really responded to Carla’s
concert. I went with that momentum, caught the
performers at the right time and started planning
immediately. The key to this gig’s success had a
lot to do with planning. We started in January,
got arrangements done, got charts written, began
rehearsals—all over a period of seven months. 

What’s the music like?
Emerson: We rehearsed on Sunday. The

music is as diverse as the women performing it,
though I initially had some interesting calls back
about the nature of the concert. Jackie Zamora
returned my call and asked if she would have to
perform a jazz tune. I told her, “Not unless you

wanna sing a jazz tune, Jackie. I want you to sing
whatever you want to sing. I want to showcase
you and each person involved individually.”
That’s what audiences will see and hear.
Whatever the singers feel good about, that’s what
they’re going to sing. It involves, jazz, funk, the
blues, rock, soul coming together in unity and
happiness.

Who’s involved?
Vicki: I’m going to give you a list, it’s pretty

extensive.
[at that moment, Iota, John Millington’s little dog and
Alibi office mascot, saunters in, sniffs the air and
leaves without barking.]

That’s one of the Alibi office dogs.
Vicki: That’s amazing. [hands over list].
Emerson: My dog would love it here, so don’t

tell him about it. Anyway, we have developed
this very excellent list of outstanding vocalists.
Long time local jazzer Wendy Beach will be
there, as will Marietta Benevento, Joanie Cere,
Chava, Allison Davis, Dianna Hughes, Abby
Maxwell, Debo Orlofsky, Diane Richardson, Bev
Rogoff, Raven Rutherford, Kari Simmons,
Hillary Smith, Sina Soul Queen, Patty Stephens,
Carla Van Blake, Tracey Whitney, Jackie
Zamora, Zenobia and me, Emerson S. Corley.

The band’s great. A lot of folks from the
Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra ... like Michael
Anthony on guitar, Lee Taylor and Glen Kostur
on sax … Percussionist John Bartlitt is sitting in
on this one, too.

Vicki: Our sponsors are wonderful too:
Womens’s Specialists of New Mexico, The
Grove Cafe & Market, Hotel Parq Central and
Women’s Cancer & Surgical Care.

That’s huge. They’re, like, the cream of the
crop.

Emerson: Vicki and I had lunch one day and
decided we needed a name just as powerful as the
performers we had lined up. It’s gotta be, like,
yeah that’s it! … something that resonates. Vicki
came up with the word exquisite. I thought of
power. If you look at the poster I sent you, you
notice it’s in a super hero type font.

Hmm … that’s sort of like the theme of this
issue!

Vicki: I know, what a coincidence! That is so
awesome.

Emerson: Like Vicki said, audiences won’t
have this sort of opportunity again. At the photo
shoot, I was amazed at how many of us didn’t
know each other. But I think over the past seven
months we’ve really built up the community.
We’re very excited to perform together.

One of the things I’ve noticed in music and the
arts is the “boy’s club” atmosphere that tags
along with almost every scene; how does work
like this help to dispel that mythos?

Emerson: There’s so much talent here
because we’ve embraced diversity and everyone
involved is so different … we’ve all been
changed by these interactions. The Jazz
Workshop is about building community, it’s
about fostering change and spreading values that
speak to progress. We’re all about getting rid of
that good old boy influence. That and playing
great jazz. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

E
merson Corley and Vicki Dugger make jazz
happen in New Mexico. Corley fronts
Entourage, one of this city’s premier music

ensembles. Dugger is the executive director of
the New Mexico Jazz Workshop.

Together, these melodically and
community inclined experts have worked
through difficulties and discrimination to
dutifully create a lasting cultural treasure for
Burqueños.

Their work, the culmination of an
inclusive vision that brings diverse genders,
styles and sounds to the stage in maddeningly
moving jazz performances will be in the house
on Saturday August 13, when NMJW
presents Women’s Voices 2016: Exquisite
Power. The concert features 20 of this towns
most awesome women vocalists backed by a

The vocalists behind Exquisite Power PHOTO BY ROBERT RECK
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THURSDAY AUG 11
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL

BALLOON MUSEUM Silver Crow Asylum • Americana •
6:30pm

THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Chris
Ravin Showcase • rock, R&B • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE The Tumbleweeds • Western swing,
honky tonk • 6pm

DIRTY BOURBON Redneck • country • 9pm
EFFEX Phenox • EBM, synthpop, industrial, goth • 8pm • FREE
LAUNCHPAD Ne Obliviscaris • progressive black metal • Black

Crown Initiate • death metal • Starkill • melodic death
metal • 8pm • $12

LOW SPIRITS Slim Cessna’s Auto Club • country • 9pm • $8
MARBLE BREWERY The Noseeums • bluegrass • 7pm • FREE
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Cowboy Scott & Company • variety •

6pm • FREE
NED’S BAR & GRILL Almost Lost • metal, hard rock • Acacia

Cove • Ballistic Batz • horror punk • Sorry Guero! • 7:30pm •
$5

NOB HILL BAR & GRILL Sage & Jared Happy Gland Band •
pop, folk • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Kevin Zoernig Solo • Sina
Soul Queen • A Love Supreme • jazz, roots • 7:30pm •
$10-$15 • ALL-AGES!

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Open Mic • 7pm
SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Chris Dracup Trio • blues, reggae,

soul • 6pm • FREE
SISTER DJ Caterwaul • mutant sounds • 9pm
SUNSHINE THEATER Tribal Seeds • reggae • Reviva • rock •

InnaState • Pocket Full Of Dub Soundsystem • alternative •
7:30pm • $20

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Rob Nance • contemporary
folk, roots-rock • The Lost Souls • psychedelic • 8pm • FREE

UPTOWN FUNK DUELING PIANO BAR Jorge Ramirez • Pete
Moran • Per Williamson • piano • 7:30pm • FREE

VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Bob Tate • solo piano • 6pm • FREE
WINNING COFFEE CO. Songwriter Above-Average Open Mic •

7pm • FREE

FRIDAY AUG 12
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Sugar

Still • gypsy, Americana • 4:30pm • Twist And Shout • Beatles
tribute, classic rock • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CARAVAN EAST Quarter Moon • country • 5pm • $5
THE CO-OP Darken the Day • heavy metal, rock • Deja Vu

Again • CO-O • Powerhouse • hardcore punk • 6:30pm •
$10-$12 • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Austin Lounge Lizards • folk, country, blue-
grass • 8pm • $20-$25

CROWNE PLAZA ALBUQUERQUE Cantina and Ranchers •

MARBLE BREWERY Mondo Vibrations • reggae, rock • 3pm •
FREE

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM David Berkeley •
indie, folk rock, alternative • 8pm • FREE

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Roselit Bone • country, rock •
7pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Gene Corbin • Americana • 1:30pm •
Radio Activated • rock • 6pm • FREE

N’AWLINS MARDI GRAS CAFE Todd Tijerina • blues, rock •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Big K and Blue Train • R&B,
blues • 7:30pm

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • jazz, blues • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Detroit Lightning • Grateful Dead Tribute •
7pm

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo DJ Andy Gil • hip-hop,
EDM • 9pm • $0-$10

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Frankly Scarlet • rock • 6pm
VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Ed Whiting • guitar, vocals • 6:30pm •

Alice Huang • variety piano • 7pm • FREE

SATURDAY AUG 13
BEN MICHAEL’S Afternoon Jam • acoustic, singer-songwriter •

1pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Austin

Van • country, variety • 4:30pm • Jaded Hearts Band • folk,
Americana • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CARAVAN EAST Quarter Moon • country • Tres Equis • Spanish •
5pm • $7

THE CO-OP Veridia • alternative rock, electronic • Random
Hero • Christian rock • Ilia • indie • 6:30pm • $10-$15 •
ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Terra Plena • salsa • 9:30pm • $7
THE DECK AT THE MINE SHAFT TAVERN, MadridWestin Lee

McDowell • old time jazz • The Shine • 3pm • FREE
DIRTY BOURBON Redneck • country • 9pm
EL PATRON Freddie & Sal • oldies, country, Spanish • 6pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Chris Dracup Trio • blues, reggae, soul • 7pm •
FREE

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Little River Band • classic rock •
8pm • $25-$30

THE JAM SPOT BTV • hardcore • Krazie Klowns • Native Thug •
rap, hip-hop • 7pm • $8 • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Monolord • stoner metal • Beast Maker • Sweat
Lodge • hard rock • Jagged Mouth • 9pm • $8

LOW SPIRITS Let it Grow • Grateful Dead Tribute • The
Boondoggles • acoustic • 9pm • $5

MARBLE BREWERY Pherkad • funk, garage rock • 8pm • FREE
MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Todd Tijerina •

blues, rock • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Night Moves • indie pop, rock • 1:30pm •

Split Decision • classic rock • 6pm • FREE
NED’S BAR & GRILL Kevin Kennedy • Ann Gora • comedy •

10pm • $15
THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Mystic Lizard • bluegrass •

7:30pm
ROCK AND BREWS Traveler in Pain • rock, metal • 11pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!
SISTER Apathy & Celph Titled • N.M.E The Illest • Sac One • hip-

hop • Paycheck Stubbz • rap • DJ Benny Browncoat • 8pm •
$15

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Problem • rap, punk, hip-hop • $15 • DJ
Xavier • edm • DJ Eldon • Edward Johnson • 9pm

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Ray Anthony & PowerSlyde •
jazz, funk, rock • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Cali Shaw Band • indie, folk,
Americana • 5pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Emily Gimble • singer-song-
writer • 8pm • FREE

VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Larry Freedman • solo piano • 7pm •
FREE

Music
Calendar

SUNDAY AUG 14
THE DECK AT THE MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Key Frances •

psychedelic blues • 3pm • FREE
MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Gene Corbin • Americana •

1pm • FREE
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Baeza • Tatt’d G • Juno Lost Kause • rap •

Lito Garcia • R&B • 7pm • $25-$75 • ALL-AGES!
ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Salsa Sunday • 2pm
VERNON’S SPEAKEASY Bob Tate • solo piano • 6pm • FREE

MONDAY AUG 15
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho New

Mexico Western Music Association • country • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

EL REY THEATER Riff Raff • rap • Trill Sammy • Dice SoHo •
hip-hop • 7pm • $20-$30 • ALL-AGES! • See Event
Horizon

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Jam Night with Dave and
Friends • 7pm

SANDIA RESORT & CASINO Pat Benatar • classic rock, pop •
Neil Giraldo • Melissa Etheridge • rock, folk • 7pm •
$25-$50

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Virgina Creepers • Americana •
7pm • FREE

TUESDAY AUG 16
BANDIDO HIDEOUT DJ DraZtiK • Karaoke • 8pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open

Mic • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
CARAVAN EAST Power Drive Band • country • 5pm • FREE
DRAFT STATION Open Mic • 7pm • FREE
LIBRARY BAR AND GRILL DJ Bay-Nee • Karaoke • 8:30pm •

FREE
LOW SPIRITS Trakktor • EBM, dark electro • Diverje • industrial •

Tripping Dogs • metal • DJ Red 209 • 9pm • $12-$15
LUCKY’S LOUNGE VJ ElJay • Karaoke • 9pm • FREE
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Stanley Kee Trio • blues • 6pm • FREE
N’AWLINS MARDI GRAS CAFE Todd Tijerina • acoustic blues,

folk rock • 5pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
NED’S BAR & GRILL Freddie Chavez • oldies, country, R&B,

Spanish • 6pm • FREE
THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Ivan Rane • fingerstyle guitar • 7pm
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Poetics on the Patio • variety • 7pm
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 8pm •

FREE
ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Lightning Hall • folk, blues, roots •

8pm • FREE

WEDNESDAY AUG 17
ALBUQUERQUE BREWING COMPANY Tobyriffic Karaoke

Show • 7pm • FREE
BEN MICHAEL’S Asher Mundo • jazz, R&B • 7pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!
LAUNCHPAD Castle • metal • Anesthesia • heavy metal •

Distances • punk, hardcore • Jagged Mouth • 9pm • $7
LIZARD TAIL BREWING ABQ Jazz Trio Open Jam • 7pm
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Gleewood • folk, rock • 6pm • FREE
NICK & JIMMY’S Freddie Chavez • oldies, country, R&B,

Spanish • 6pm • ALL-AGES!
POSH NIGHTCLUBWicked Wednesdays • Selecta-C Murda •

reggae, hip-hop • 10pm • FREE
TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM The Gershom Brothers • folk,

Americana • 8:30pm • FREE
UPTOWN FUNK DUELING PIANO BAR Jorge Ramirez • Valerie

Gabriel • piano • 7:30pm • FREE

THURSDAY AUG 18
THE CO-OP The Countdown • rock • Right On, Kid! • pop, punk •

Samwise • Call It Quits! • St. Wolf • 7pm
EFFEX Phenox • EBM, synthpop, industrial, goth • 8pm • FREE
WINNING COFFEE CO. Songwriter Above-Average Open Mic •

7pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Rick Trevino • country • 10:30pm • $10

SISTER Get Dead • Russian Girlfriends • rock, punk • 9pm • FREE

DUKE CITY SOUND STAGE Sundressed • indie punk •
Daisyhead • alt rock • Secret stuff • indie, alternative, •
Right On, Kid! • pop, punk • 7pm • $8 • ALL-AGES!

Ambrose Rivera • jazz guitar • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
THE DECK AT THE MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Joshua

Kloyda • folk, blues • 5pm • FREE
EL PATRON Freddie & Sal • oldies, country, Spanish • 6pm
HOTEL ANDALUZ The Gershom Brothers • folk, Americana •

7pm • FREE • Marc Kinchen • electronic, techno • 9pm • $15
LAUNCHPAD Shoulder Voices • fantasy death pop • Leeches

of Lore • psychedelic • SuperGiant • stoner rock • The
Porter Draw • alt country, Americana • St. Petersburg •
indie rock • 9pm • See Event Horizon

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Odd Dog • classic rock •
7pm • FREE
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strains laid out in front of me. The display cases were
ingenious: A puck shaped thing made of clear plastic—
one side had a window to see the gorgeous flowers, the
other had a flip top and holes, allowing patients to get a
whiff of every strain if they want to. One of the buds
was so pretty I actually squeaked and said, “Beautiful,”
like some kind of dweeb.

Somewhere in the chatter, I heard him say that as a
first-time freebie, I would get a joint of 24k Gold, a
50/50 hybrid (THC: 16.96%, CBD: 0.05%—
$7.50/small pre-roll, 0.7g). He also told me about their
loyalty program, where patients get a freebie every six
visits. Ah, music.

What wasn’t music was the ‘tender pointing to one of
the labels and saying, “The THCA is what you want to
pay attention to.”

Sneaky, sneaky. See, there’s a trick in there: THCA (as I
mentioned earlier) is the non-psychoactive acid group
that turns into THC after decarboxylation. The ratio
between the mass of these two substances is not one-
to-one. To find the actual THC percent mass, the THCA
percent mass has to be converted through this little
math equation:

THC total = (%THCA) x 0.877 + (%THC)

And that meant the Silver Kush (THC: 22.32%, CBD:
0.04% —$12.50/g), a sativa dominant strain that will
make you giggly and talkative, only listed the
misleading THCA amount of 25.32% (as well as a THC
count of 0.12%). Unfortunately, I didn’t have a
calculator on me, so I was unable to figure out that that
comes out to around 22.32% (if my math is right).
That’s still a pretty damn good amount, but I can’t help
but feel this method of labeling is designed to take
advantage of patients who are unfamiliar with the gritty
details of cannabis lab results.

For an indica dominant strain, I chose Elephant
Stomper Stardawg (THC: 21.25%, CBD: 0.04%—
$12.50/g) mostly for the name, to be honest. It smelled
fruity and tasted like lemon-lime soda. Definitely the
star of the evening. This strain is a great choice for
anyone in need of an expectorant. When I first started
smoking the stuff, I’d had some respiratory problems
firing up. The crud was invading my lungs. This tasty
flower had me rolling on the ground with tears in my
eyes as I wrestled through intense fits of coughing. By
the end of the week, the crud was on the run thanks to
what I believe to be the amazing healing powers of
vitamin C and this pretty bud.

Which, dear reader, is what this is really all about:
Medicine that does the job right. And Urban Wellness
has piles of it. The beautiful location and friendly staff
will bring me back, for sure. Maybe the intention behind
labeling their medicine with THCA instead of THC isn’t
nefarious. In fact, some could argue that it’s a more
transparent way of listing lab results, since that’s
generally how they receive the raw numbers
themselves. But considering the general standard of
listing a THC percentage, they should know that it will
cause confusion in the average patient, and that’s not
exactly the best way to keep your customers educated
about your product. Word to the wise. a

Urban Wellness

2910 San Mateo NE #5

505- 369-0081

Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, Sun 11am-4pm

First-time Freebies: Yes

baked goods | cannabis Review by joshua lee
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Finding the amount of THC in a given cannabis strain
comes with its own set of problems, as I found when I
visited Urban Wellness, an upscale dispensary sporting
a sleek, modern retail design and located in a busy
shopping center alongside a tanning salon and a hair
studio. I was immediately impressed by the chrome and
glass-accented waiting room and the open layout that
allowed me to see and overhear the sales pitches of the
employees in the showroom.

Comfort is obviously a priority for them. The waiting
room was clean and glowed warm in the afternoon sun.
Comfy-looking couches and chairs sat around a table
with marijuana magazines and laminated menus. The
receptionist was all smiles and sweetness and helped
add to the relaxed atmosphere. While I waited to be
called back, patients began streaming in. This was my
first experience in a dispensary with a packed waiting
room, and I was pleasantly surprised at all of the
conversations striking up between patients right away.
I eavesdropped on the two people nearest me—a
rasping elderly woman with a cane and a young cyclist
in his superhero bike gear. “... It was so skunky, I could
smell it from outside my hotel room,” she told him. They
laughed and watched as the receptionist checked
another patient in.

“Don’t you just love her?” the cyclist asked, nodding
toward the front desk and the receptionist behind it.
“She’s the whole reason I come here.”

“Oh yes,” the woman replied, “Smart of them to put her
up front. A lot of these places have attitude problems.
It’s like, ‘Hello! You’re job is selling weed. Smile every
once in a while.’ ”

I was still chuckling when my name was called, and
continued as I walked into the showroom. The clean,
modern aesthetic stretched to every corner. Half of the
room was occupied by t-shirts, accessories and
paraphernalia. The other half paraded the medicine.
The strongest eye magnets were small display cases
containing buds of each strain available for sale, all
lined up and separated by sub-species and CBD and
CBN percentage.

The budtender (I hate that word) immediately launched
into his head-spinning pitch, zigging and zagging with
“high-end” this, and “heady” that. I tuned his used-car-
salesman voice out and focused on all the beautiful
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): I apologize in advance for
the seemingly excessive abundance of good news I’m
about to report. If you find it hard to believe, I won’t
hold your skepticism against you. But I do want you to
know that every prediction is warranted by the
astrological omens. Ready for the onslaught? 1. In the
coming weeks, you could fall forever out of love with a
wasteful obsession. 2. You might also start falling in
love with a healthy obsession. 3. You can half-
accidentally snag a blessing you have been half-afraid
to want. 4. You could recall a catalytic truth whose
absence has been causing you a problem ever since
you forgot it. 5. You could reclaim the mojo that you
squandered when you pushed yourself too hard a few
months ago.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): August is Adopt-a-
Taurus month. It’s for all of your tribe, not just the
orphans and exiles and disowned rebels. Even if you
have exemplary parents, the current astrological
omens suggest that you require additional support and
guidance from wise elders. So I urge you to be
audacious in rounding up trustworthy guardians and
benefactors. Go in search of mentors and fairy
godmothers. Ask for advice from heroes who are
further along the path that you’d like to follow. You are
ready to receive teachings and direction you weren’t
receptive to before.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): When a parasite or other
irritant slips inside an oyster’s shell, the mollusk’s
immune system besieges the intruder with successive
layers of calcium carbonate. Eventually, a pearl may
form. I suspect that this is a useful metaphor for you to
contemplate in the coming days as you deal with the
salt in your wound or the splinter in your skin. Before
you jump to any conclusions, though, let me clarify.
This is not a case of the platitude, “Whatever doesn’t
kill you will make you stronger.” Keep in mind that the
pearl is a symbol of beauty and value, not strength.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): It’s your lucky day!
Spiritual counsel comparable to what you’re reading
here usually sells for $99.95. But because you’re
showing signs that you’re primed to outwit bad habits,
I’m offering it at no cost. I want to encourage you!
Below are my ideas for what you should focus on. (But
keep in mind that I don’t expect you to achieve
absolute perfection.) 1. Wean yourself from indulging in
self-pity and romanticized pessimism. 2. Withdraw
from connections with people who harbor negative
images of you. 3. Transcend low expectations
wherever you see them in play. 4. Don’t give your
precious life energy to demoralizing ideas and sour
opinions. 

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You’re not doing a baby chick a
favor by helping it hatch. For the sake of its well-being,
the bird needs to peck its way out of the egg. It’s got to
exert all of its vigor and willpower in starting its new
life. That’s a good metaphor for you to meditate on. As
you escape from your comfortable womb-jail and
launch yourself toward inspiration, it’s best to rely as
much as possible on your own instincts. Friendly
people who would like to provide assistance may
inadvertently cloud your access to your primal wisdom.
Trust yourself deeply and wildly.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): I hear you’re growing
weary of wrestling with ghosts. Is that true? I hope so.
The moment you give up the fruitless struggle, you’ll
become eligible for a unique kind of freedom that you
have not previously imagined. Here’s another rumor
I’ve caught wind of: You’re getting bored with an old
source of sadness that you’ve used to motivate
yourself for a long time. I hope that’s true, too. As soon
as you shed your allegiance to the sadness, you will
awaken to a sparkling font of comfort you’ve been
blind to. Here’s one more story I’ve picked up through
the grapevine: You’re close to realizing that your
attention to a mediocre treasure has diverted you from
a more pleasurable treasure. Hallelujah!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Could it be true that the
way out is the same as the way in? And that the so-
called “wrong” answer is almost indistinguishable from
the right answer? And that success, at least the kind of
success that really matters, can only happen if you

adopt an upside-down, inside-out perspective? In my
opinion, the righteous answer to all these questions is
“YESSS???!!!” — at least for now. I suspect that the
most helpful approach will never be as simple or as
hard as you might be inclined to believe.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your strength seems to
make some people uncomfortable. I don’t want that to
become a problem for you. Maybe you could get away
with toning down your potency at other times, but not
now. It would be sinful to act as if you’re not as
competent and committed to excellence as you are.
But having said that, I also urge you to monitor your
behavior for excess pride. Some of the resistance you
face when you express your true glory may be due to
the shadows cast by your true glory. You could be
tempted to believe that your honorable intentions
excuse secretive manipulations. So please work on
wielding your clout with maximum compassion and
responsibility.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Did you honestly
imagine that there would eventually come a future
when you’d have your loved ones fully “trained”? Did
you fantasize that sooner or later you could get them
under control, purged of their imperfections and
telepathically responsive to your every mood? If so,
now is a good time to face the fact that those longings
will never be fulfilled. You finally have the equanimity
to accept your loved ones exactly as they are.
Uncoincidentally, this adjustment will make you
smarter about how to stir up soulful joy in your
intimate relationships.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You may experience
a divine visitation as you clean a toilet in the coming
weeks. You might get a glimpse of a solution to a
nagging problem while you’re petting a donkey or
paying your bills or waiting in a long line at the bank.
Catch my drift, Capricorn? I may or may not be
speaking metaphorically here. You could meditate up a
perfect storm as you devour a doughnut. While flying
high over the earth in a dream, you might spy a
treasure hidden in a pile of trash down below. If I were
going to give your immediate future a mythic title, it
might be “Finding the Sacred in the Midst of the
Profane.”

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): I’ve worked hard for
many years to dismantle my prejudices. To my credit, I
have even managed to cultivate compassion for
people I previously demonized, like evangelical
Christians, drunken jocks, arrogant gurus, and career
politicians. But I must confess that there’s still one
group toward which I’m bigoted: super-rich bankers. I
wish I could extend to them at least a modicum of
amiable impartiality. How about you, Aquarius? Do
you harbor any hidebound biases that shrink your
ability to see life as it truly is? Have you so thoroughly
rationalized certain narrow-minded perspectives and
judgmental preconceptions that your mind is
permanently closed? If so, now is a favorable time to
dissolve the barriers and stretch your imagination way
beyond its previous limits.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Are you lingering at the
crux of the crossroads, restless to move on but unsure
of which direction will lead you to your sweet destiny?
Are there too many theories swimming around in your
brain, clogging up your intuition? Have you absorbed
the opinions of so many “experts” that you’ve lost
contact with your own core values? It’s time to change
all that. You’re ready to quietly explode in a calm burst
of practical lucidity. First steps: Tune out all the noise.
Shed all the rationalizations. Purge all the worries. Ask
yourself, “What is the path with heart?”

HOMEWORK: WHAT IF YOU DIDN’T FEEL COMPELLED TO
HAVE AN OPINION ABOUT EVERY HOT-BUTTON ISSUE?
TRY LIVING OPINION-FREE FOR A WEEK. TESTIFY AT

TRUTHROOSTER@GMAIL.COM. a

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s
expanded weekly audio horoscopes and daily text
message horoscopes. The audio horoscopes are also
available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)

950-7700.

FIND REAL GAY MEN NEAR YOU

(505) 268-1111
www.megamates.com   18+

Albuquerque:

Free Code: 
Weekly Alibi

FREE TO LISTEN
AND REPLY TO ADS



General Services
DIVORCE DIVORCE DIVORCE
Happy $ 2,500 Friendly 2,750
Amenable 2,900 Sad 3,500
Hostile 5,000 Hostile(w/kids)
6,500 Vengeful 8,000
Vengeful(w/Pit Bull) $15K
Deluxe No Holds Barred!!!
FREE ESTIMATES - Call Robert
at (505) 247-1110 

Financial Services
FREE ONLINE WEBINAR
http://web.gpsaffiliates.com

Handyman Services
7 STAR - ELECTRIC-COOLING 7

Star Electric, Plumbing, Solar,
Heating & Cooling Everything
the name implies and more.
Beat the Heat ! Swamp
Coolers - Refrig. AC, Heat,
Elect. Lic 353730, Bonded,
Insured. EE98-MM98-GB98
AbqAirConditioning.com -
AlbuquerqueElectricians.net
505-332-8965 

Buy/Sell/Trade
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ & FREE
PICK-UP! Highest CASH Prices
Paid In NM For Your Diabetic
Test Strips And FREE Pick-UP!

Help Others(Those Without
Insurance) & Make Money
Too! Call: 505-203-6806

Computer
COMPUTER HELP AVAILABLE!
Need help with your
computer? Hans 505-385-
7010 or
http://mcf.hanslinux.net

Announcements
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED Will
you help us make
homelessness rare, short lived
and non-recurring? Heading
Home needs Home Team
volunteers to serve as mentors

and companions to recently-
housed individuals. Contact
Kristy at 226-1700 x 208 or
kristya@headinghome.org. 
JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Studies
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o. M/F
with history of mental illness
for brain study. $20 per hour.
948-3230 (HRRC # 13-637). 
MRI STUDY 25-50 y.o. M/F
for brain study. $20 per hour.
505-948-3230 (HRRC # 13-
637).

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258
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Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate
DEACON PROPERTY
SERVICES BRAND NEW 2-
and 3-bedroom Luxury North
Valley Townhouses available
NOW! Pet friendly, SS
appliances, garages, W/Ds at
the great location of 12th
and Griegos NW! For more
info, visit

www.deaconpropertyservices.
com. 

Houses for Rent

Nob Hill

NOB HILL COTTAGE 4BD
1BTH $1300 one second
from UNM main w/huge back
yard, Save $Parting 5 car, no

Licensed Massage
ALBUQUERQUE’S FINEST
ASIAN MASSAGE, LI’S!
Downtown/University/Sunport
123 Yale SE (corner of

Gold/Yale) Hours 10:00am -
10:00pm, Full Body $50/hr.
505-200-2949 LMT #7362 

Metaphysical
REIKI Come enjoy a deep

Employment
ABOVE & BEYOND, INC.
Seeking dependable and
motivated individuals to
assist adults with
developmental disabilities.

Must pass a drug test &
background screening. Various
positions available. Apply in
person at 1116 Pennsylvania NE
268-5304
BEEPS Sales associate position
available mid-September, retail

Body & Soul

experience preferred. Apply in
person only-3500 Central SE.
No phone calls.

Opportunities
IN SESSION: FOCUS JURY
Earn extra money in one day!

Participate in a mock trial
Interesting and Rewarding
Everyone is qualified! E-mail:
insessionjury@gmail.com for
more information 

commute, 2bd upstairs 1
bath, 2 bd downstairs. Go to
web site: Maddoxmgmt.com
(505) 242-0989

Misc Property

General Real Estate

AUCTION- CUBA, NM Bid
Online at RealtyBid.com
(search NM) from 9/8-9/21.

4200 SF, 2.9 Acres, Good
Condition. Ted Z., ERA, 239-
1500.
YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

relaxation session. Reiki is an
energy healing system that
helps with pain management,
anxiety, sleep problems, etc.
Contact Astar: 505-249-
0606.

PSYCHIC SPIRIT MEDIUM
Family, Health, Career, Love
http://www.elizabethanglin.co
m 505-908-9558 

I LOVE YOU
I’m sorry, I’ll always be here for you, Synneva. Please
forgive me.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Everywhere.

ANDREW, ARE YOU STILL ALIVE?
It’s been two years since I’ve seen you. We only spoke
once but I have thought of you every day since. You went
to CNM, I mistook you for a teacher. The mystery is
driving me insane. I saw you had moved away but I’m not
sure about anything. Not even sure if this is a romantic
gesture or a desperate attempt or what. If you’re still
here, or anywhere. I hope I can find out. We last spoke at
the Anodyne. Your green eyes are burning holes in my
memory. If you see this, I can be your mystery perhaps.
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: CNM/Anodyne in 2014.

DREAMER’S THUG
Your blue vest, blue jeans, white shirt and your arms
crossed over your buddha belly, I wanted you and knew I
would commit any sin just to have a taste of you. Lace
was just a small taste of what I was willing to do for my
cholo. !8 years together, 17 married. This Dreamer’s
dreams came true. Blessings included. I’M GLAD “I SAW
YOU!” Binky
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: STORE #1397 on 8/18/1998.

2 MEXICAN BOYS
I saw you guys, two tan boys, at Civic Plaza last Friday
and one friend kept trying to get his friend to talk to me. I
was wearing all black and have short hair. I hope you guys
see this ad. I ran away before he could come talk to me.
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: civic plaza on 7/15/2016.



Matt Jones

Across
1 Change cities, in realty-speak
5 Some Volkswagens
11 Blackberry byproduct, maybe
14 “Pictures ___ didn’t happen!”
15 Patton of the “Comedians of
Comedy” tour
16 Disc in a tabloid photo
17 Like a piccolo’s range
18 17-mission space program
19 Min.’s opposite
20 Levels of command
22 Rookie’s teacher
24 Quattro minus uno
25 Setting for many movies, for
short
26 Rapper/actor ___ Def
28 Adjusted letter spacing, in
printing
32 Bubble tea thickener
36 Rio Grande stuff
38 Auto dealership offer
39 Dosage unit
40 Flippant
41 Pumpkin spiced beverage,
usually
42 Noteworthy times
43 “Take ___ Church” (Hozier
song)
44 “___ Witch” (2016 horror
sequel)
45 Muse’s instrument
46 Geometry class calculation
47 Never-before-seen
49 Striped blue ball
50 Risque
52 “Huh??”
54 “Where the Wild Things Are”
author Maurice
57 Highbrow highlights of some
festivals
62 One of four of 52
63 Orman who played Gordon on
“Sesame Street” for over 40
years
65 Osso buco meat
66 Dispenser that might have a
headphone jack for the blind
67 Priced to move
68 “Como ___ usted?”

69 Jeer from the crowd
70 Had to have
71 Appear (to be)

Down
1 Le Corbusier contemporary
Mies van der ___
2 “Change the World” singer
Clapton
3 Honeymoon quarters that lets
the sun in?
4 Last check box, often
5 Bossa nova legend ___ Gilberto
6 Sister network of ABC
7 Counting by ___
8 Jazz guitarist ___ Farlow
9 Permit tractor pioneer John?
10 Absolut rival, familiarly
11 Get visibly startled
12 “Bearing gifts, we traverse
___”
13 Psychobilly rocker ___ Nixon
21 Albanian currency
23 Put to rest, as a rumor
25 Hyatt alternative
26 Igneous rock’s source

27 Lascivious looker
29 Kay, if you do the math?
30 “Is that so?”
31 Birth-related
33 Ethereal author of “Honor Thy
Father”?
34 Piercing look
35 Mary-Kate or Ashley
37 On a cruise liner, e.g.
48 Hulk Hogan’s ‘80s-’90s org.
51 “Fanfare for the Common
Man” composer Copland
53 Places that are all abuzz
54 GM’s Swedish subsidiary
55 ___ Cooler (“Ghostbusters”-
themed Hi-C flavor)
56 ___ : 2003 :: Dory : 2016
57 Annapolis inst., e.g.
58 Part of the theater industry?
59 ___ off (annoyed)
60 Friend, in Fremantle
61 Poetry competition
64 157.5 degrees from N

©2016 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

“Running on Empty”—F at the top to E at the bottom.

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM
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BY RYAN NORTH
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